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Preface 

My firS( magical experiment was an aaempe to crt2.te a wealth talis
man. I was seventeen years old and had read a handful of books 

on uremonial magic and believt"d. I had all the knowledge necessary to 

create a wuman. My principal grimoire was a tiny pamphlet, long since 
discarded, called Makin: Tawmans, Am.Im, ond Chorms for Prottmon 

anJ Profit, thac I had unearthed. in a secondhand booksrore. The anony

mow aumor had wed badly drawn copies of me pentacles from me Key 
of Solomon and an alleged Aclan{can language (which was swpiciowly 

based on modern English leaers) for his evocations. 

Wieh the enthusiasm of ignoranu, I scratched. the ~ntacle into a 
cop~r disk and then covered it wim "baroarow names" of gods and an
gels of whom I had no concept. I then chanted a phrase four times over 

the mutilated metal in me indecipherable Aclantean language, which also 

meant nothing to me, and wa.ired for the money to roll in.' After carrying 
the wretched. disk around for a cashless six weeks. it finally dawned on me 
thac that the talisman was nOt working. 

It was not until 1 had been initiated into a mystery school some 
months later thac the reason for this became dear. My teacher pointed 

OUt that ralismans are more [han pieces of metal with a few arcane draw

ings on them. They arc living ent.ities. batteries of magical power and 
force, and meir creation is an e:nsoulment of energy. 

xiii 



At the rime, I believed that such magic was beyond my slcills and eagerly awaited 

adeprhood where, plugged into che mysterious Akashic records. 1 would have access 

to all magical information and the Merlin-like ability to perform such great mystical 

feats. But the teaching about talismans in the various mystery schools in which 1 had 

been a member was sketchy. with little practical or specific information on cheir 

manufacture. It also rook me a while to realize chat my concept of adepthood was 

somewhat implausible. 

Like many things in the esoceric world. it took a number of years for (he ingredi

ents for a coherent picture of how ro manufactWe talismans co emerge. This infor

macion came together suddenly from many different sou.rces. and che resulting tech

nique was in my hands. 

A lot of this material owes much ro a magical institution called the Esoteric Order 

of the Golden Dawn, which, in 1888, developed the most complex system of talisman 

manufacture.2 Its adepts pooled together many of the ancient texts and techniques into 

a powerful, elaborate system. The Golden Dawn considered talisman making so im

portant that progression within the Order was barred. to a magician who could nOt 

make one work. 

My reason for writing this book is to enable people to usc talisman-making tech

niques safely and to return this art to (he mainstream of modern occultism. It is pos

sible for those wich limited magical knowledge and experience to create effective tal

ismahs, amulets, and chums. 

h is my belief that if these techniques are made public. people will have the an

cient powcr of talismans in their own hands and can rake responsibility for cheir own 

lives. This book examines various techniques of talisman making and provides the 

reader with the rituals necessary [0 consecrate them as living entities of power. Wach 

this knowledge comes che responsibilicy of using it wisely, of taking control of your 

own life and caring for your feUow human beings. 

In chis book, 1 cover a wide range of magical techniques. I approach them in a lay

ered way. with each magical technique building on the last. until finally you, the 

reader. can design and empower the most simple or complex talisman. 

By performing the practical exercises in each chapter, you will become increas

ingiy attuned to the many divine and angelic beings that will turn the talisman from 

Pre/ace xv 

a simple piece of paper into a living being that works toward a particular magical 

goal. I include a few examples of different talismans. bur, like many writers on oc

culr subjects. I caution against anempting to manufacture chern before performing 

the exercises in the earlier chapters. Talisman manufacture is nor a superstirious 

shortcut to power and glory; it is a spiritual path in irs own right. Making a talisman 

without understanding the principles of or having practical experience with the en

ergies involved is like anempting brain surgery with a medical handbook in one 

hand and a scalpel in the orner. 

There are those who fear that people will use (he information available in this 

book to harm others; but [he magical beings named in this book. whose task it is to 

empower each talisman. are strong forces for the evolution of humanity, and it is im

possible to coerce them into petty power plays. If these beings are nO{ approached. 

or if they find a talisman's goal alien (0 their natures, then they will not allow it to 

work, and no harm will come to anyone. 

The mere acr of attempting (0 injure anQ[her magically will set in play strong 

karmic repercussions for the person who tries it. Ironically, the would-be black ma

gicians or dark witches would be calling up the very beings who would be their 

judge and jury in the afterlife. For this reason, most sensible black magicians would 

not consider calling up beings oflight {O achieve the work of the night.' 

Those of you who use the techniques in this book [0 help yourselves and others 

achieve true happiness will find you have the universe behind you. 

I. I could have been uying -I all upon the powc:rs of JupilC~:r· or MOo you ha\~ the pen of my aunt?M I 
swpc:a either would have gonen the ume level of ,lUention from [he spirits. 

2. Many people confwe the u(tleric Order of the Colden Dawn. which was founded in Britain in 1888. 
with the Hermetic Order of the Colden D;lwn. The Esoteric Order folded at the turn of the ~ntieth 
century: the Hermetic Order was ;I name urxl Rcg;ardie invcnlcd when he revived il. 

; . I am ,1w.are that the term "sensible blxlc m~glcian" is,1 contr.l<iiaion in lernu. 



1 
Talismans and How They Work 

A wisman, amulet, or charm is an} physical objut that 110m ami raJ;
aut" magicill m"D to errare chang~. A metallic disk. stone, wand, 

sword, pcn, paper. or television remoce control can be a talisman pro

vided that it is dedicated toward a -magical purpose,-' The definition of 

magic. however. has successfully eluded occuJdsts for centuries. 

AieiSter Crowley, a Golden Dawn adept, devised me most widely ac

cepted definicion of magic. He argued that magic is -the science and an 

of cawing change to occur in conformity with will," but this is tOO wide 

a definicion to be of much use. 2 Crowley, himself, admirted. mat this def

inirion implies that any willed act is magical. While turning on a light 

switch may be perceived as magical [0 someone who has not secn dec

((iciey. moS( would nOt define it as a magical act. 

Anomer dc6nition of magic, toured by morc than one magical school 

of which 1 have been a member, is "the an of cawing meaningful coinci

dences ar will," This is equally unsatisfactory, though, since magicaJ work 

does not always create coincidences thar can be seen on che marerial 

plane. 

While it is nor emircly satisfaCtory either. my definicion of magic is 

"the art and science ofbccoming a co-crcaror with a Supreme God." 

This is noc to say mar we can be co-equal with the Most High. buc 

rather that we merge into Diviniry and iu purpose, Occultism tcaches 

mar everyone has unJimiccd potential . We stOp becoming successful only 
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when we forget mat we arc part of an infinite: creator. This divine creator aspect of us 

is like a divine secret self; Jung ailed it the Higher Sdf As this self is realized. we ""
come more in tunc with the Divine and have a.ccess (0 more ofits powers,J 

Occult techniques bring us to a gr.tdual realization of our immorral nature over a 

!Xciod of incarnations. [n the early stages of occult training. we de\'dop enough belief 

in ilS concepts (Q effecr changes in our mau~riaJ surroundings. 

Using my definicion, a talisman, amulet, or charm is a material object that nores 

and transmits a fwion of the magician's wLII and universal powers [0 crearc some

thing new. 

How Talismans Work 

To know how talismans. amulets, and charms work, it is important (0 know how 

things in the universe are creaced.. 

Like a physicist. an occuldst defines the universe as being made up of energy vi

brating at different frequencies. Occultists. however. say mis energy is incelligenc and 

is the material pan of a single divine being. They go further to say mat chis energy ex· 

tends to higher frequencies man have been identified by physicists. 

Occuhists define four frequencies or levels that exist within different djmensions 

of me same space (figure I). These are sometimes called the four worlds of the Cab· 

balah. These worlds interact and affect each other. An evenc that happens on one 

level of creation will affect all the others. A form of Jewish mysticism called Cab· 

balah named these levels Arziluth. the world of deity; Briah. the world of cCe2tion: 

Ynzirah. the world of formation; and Assiah, the world of matter. 

The highest frequency is the creative inteUigence of the universe or a Supreme 

God. This is where all ideas in the universe arc born. 

These divine ideas filter down to the next level where they become an impulse 

toward a particular direC[ion. Ar this level, the ancients noted (hat partS of God di· 

vided inca specializations. For example, one specialization would be a crearor and 

another a destroyer. The ancients named these divine specializations archang~ls." If 

God's idea were to creace dogs, chen me archangel would map out me details of 

what would make up a dog and its evolutionary destiny. 
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Highest Frequency 

Lowest Frequency 

Figure 1. Th~ foUl worlds or levels of ctUtion and how they in(ctX(. 

The work of the archangels fillers down to the nat level. Here the divine plan is 
drawn in greater dcta.il. The ancientS noted that clifferem parts of the archangel would 

specia1iu again inco what they called ang~ls. There was one angd for each part of the 

crc:ation. Using the last: aample, there would be an angd responsible for crc:acing each 

dog's teeth. another for its hair. and another for working our each animal's time of 

death. 

Once this work has been carried out, the image of the dog is strong enough ro 

manifest on (he m:ueriaJ plane. Here the images are formed, under the angel's in· 

srructions, our of beings called ~/muntals. These creatures are pardy built of spirit, 
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but resonate to different rypes of maner and dfectivdy build the image on the ma

<erialleve!. 
There ue four rypa of elc:mentals, which are described in terms of the cype of 

maner they resemble. The lowest level of e1ememals are the earth e1ememals, or 

gnomes, which represent solids. Higher up are me water eiementals, or undines, 

which represenr liquids. The next highest are the air elemenca1s, or sylphs, which rep

resc:nr ~. The highest level of e1emenraJs are (he fire e1ementals, or salamanders. 

which reprettnt radiant energy. 

A talisman is like the foot of a ladde< through the four worlds. 1< contacts <he di
vine idea and the correct archangel, angel, and elemenral builders. It continuously 

polll1 power iO[o all four levels until the desired resul< takes place. 
Making its physical design resonate to me forces that ir is uying to COnt2cr makes 

the loading of the talisman easier. The ca1isman should be a color and shape that cor
responds to the force that you wish to aruacr. It should have occult signs and divine 

names of power that occultists agree are the eanhly representations of the four 

worlds, and it should be made at a time when those powers arc the strongest. 

We will be looking at talisman designs in chapter 3. The technique we wiU use 

will utilize the colors, angels, and names of power used in a ubbalisdc glyph called 

the Tree of Life. This glyph. which is the basis of Jewish esoteric rradition. has influ
enced coundess Jewish and Christian talisman makers for cemuries, especially those 

in magical orders like the Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn. 

Claiming Your Power to Build a Talisman 

It is possible to build powerful magical objects because we exist simultaneously on 

all four levels and can become consciously aware of each of them. Like a deity, we 

can formulate a creation and then work with the archangels, angels. and e1ementals to 

build it on Eanh. With this power, we theoretically creare whatever situation we want. 

We do this instinctively every day. 

If we have this power, then why do we experience so much suffering? Surely we 

would create environmencs that are happy and prosperous. 

The problem is that the creative process is forged by the unconscious beliefs of 

each of us. Most of us unconsciowly believe that our lives will r~majn me same or 
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get worst. We worry aOOm bad things happening to us, and our momencs of happi
ness are spoiled with the fear that everything will be taken away. 

Psychological fears and phobias built by environmental condicioning add more 

OOgw beliefs to the mix so that mO$[ of w use our magical powers to build a hell on 
Earth rather than creating a happy environmem. 

Ocrultists are in the process of reclaiming the use of their creative powers. Unfor

tunately, this is ~ier said than done. The psychological blocks to our success are nOt 

always embedded in one lifetime, but in many incarnations. Even aner all our per

sonal blocks arc resolved. there are the complexes shared by all humans-however 
spiritually devdoped we may be. 

Ir is hard to be successful in magic without first removing our psychic blocks; 

however. success in magic often removes these blocks. Nothing succeeds like success. 

Magicians who have used talismans to improve their environmenr arc more likely to 
believe that such techniques will improve their furure. 

What is the way out of the catch-22? The ancients wed ritual magic to bypass 
mat which stands in the way of success. 

How Ritual Works 

Ceremonial magic is a drama in which a magician plays th~ main character. His 

stage is set in a candle-lit room, with thick, sweet-smelling incense. and usually an 
altar; but the magician's mind is far away. 

The magician is imagining that his ritual is raking place in a mystical rem pie in 
sun-scorched Egypt or on tOP of a sacred mountain. In his mind's eye, he calls to be

ings that exist in other worlds and imagines that mey arrive. 

N the magician loses himself in the drama of the ritual, something strange hap
pens. The illusion becomes real. The magician feels like the gods and angels that he 

called feel are really there. Energy can be seen crisscrossing the room, which is 

charged wim a strange 2lmosphere. 

The ritual magician can enrer an altered state of consciousness. He becomes 

aware of the next world, and. in his mlOd, operates upon it. He has effectively laid a 

nC'W reality over this one. It is a rea.lity where he talks to gods and goddesses because 
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he i. like a god or goddess. Because this aleered ccality flows down the worlds. an ob

server with no psychic ability often sees things mat arc not on the ma(eriallevel. 

Because these worlds arc built of thought, the language me magician uses arc 

symbols and images. The ritual act of dra.wing a pe.ncagram in me air has a reality in 
realms of mought. Symbolic systems have the power to take me magician to even 

higher nates of consciowness. 

There is a further advantage. Once the magician is walking in the realms of the 

angels. he can cooperate with them to change patterns of crodon. It is easier to 

make changes in the worlds above this one. They arc made out of thought and can 

be controlled by thought. Immediately after they have been placed in the world. 

above. the changes flow downward until they have a maeerial reality. 

These arc the acts of a high-level magician. but even a novice can obtain stagger

ing effectS from me most basic ritual witham hitting deep altered states. 

This happens for twO reasons. The first reason is bocause of the gccat occult maxim 

-As above, so below, and as below, so above.- This statement (which was written in an 

early Hermetic treatise called the "Emerald Tablet") implies that evetything that hap

pens on Eanh also happens on the orner frequencies or levels of creation and vice 

versa; so a .imple ritual acrually docs .tir the angelic levels. 
Simple rituals also work bocausc they can unlock potential from us that is so .ub

liminal mat we never knew we had it. 

One talisman consecration ritual only requites a colotcd candle to be plunged into 

a bowl of water as a simple ritual phrase is spoken. Having tesced a wisman conse

crated by this ritual. I discovctcd that it is as effective a talisman as those made by more 

elaborate means. 

The reason that this rimal works so well is that it focwes the magician's concen

tration on the task at hand. This focw sets up a vortex on all planes of manifesta

tion, drawing astral beings toward the magician's goal. 

Some of the simpler talisman systems work bccawe the angelic contacts, whose 

job it is to empower it. have agreed to Itt it work that way. Countless magicians and 

Wiccans have used thjs ritual and each success has added co ics power. When you 

we lhis ritual. it is like you have been given a key that bypasses the need for a large 

amount of technical knowledge. 
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This ritual's weak. point, however, is its simplicity. Many people find thac they 

cannot work with such rituals bccawe they don't believe anything that simple will 

work. This attitude prevents the rirual from achieving its goal. 

That which is built from thought can be destroyed by another contradictoty 

thought. It is useless (0 spend hours performing a ritual to carn yourself money if at 

the end of it you say things like "This will never work. nothing good ever happens to 

me." You have (0 swpend disbelief and believe you wiU get the result you want until 

long after the ritual has ended. Only after you have gorten your result, or realized 

thac the ritual has not worked, should you analyz.c it tOO c1osc.ly. 

This is one of the reasons why occult orders insist on secrecy and keep silent 

about their ricual activities. If you [ell someone that you have performed a ritual, 

then you arc dependent on them not to have negative thoughts about ics success and 

accidentally destroy your results. Since this cannot be guaranteed, it is always better 

[0 keep quiet about it. 

Later in this book. we will examine difFerent types of wisman consecration riruals. 

Reasons to Build Talismans 

Theoretically, it is possible (0 make a talisman for any magical pUIpose-certainly 

those that have survived the passage of time do not give any indication that their 

tasks were limited. Talismans have been creaced for esoceric reasons like spiritual de

velopment, to help the soul transverse the afterlife, and more mundane tasks like 

helping someone .ing properly. 

Many of the.e tasks could be performed equally well by an act of ritual magic; 

however, there arc some advantages for creating a talisman, even for an established 

ritual magician. 

A ritual targets those three levels above the material with a single mental image 

and aims for an eventual physical result as the wish percolates downward. A ritual is 

generally a one-shot technique mat either works or f2ils . A talisman, however, draws 

magical power all the way down the levels and conneccs it to the earth plane ex

tremely effectively. A talisman keep. the doors to these level. open over a long period 

of time and organically draws the right circumstances to it, while repelling negative 
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suggestions. To achieve the same effect, a magician would have to do many rituals 

regularly. ' 
Another advantage of making a talisman is that while a ritual is usually per

formed in a secret place, a talisman can be carried to the scene where it is most 

needed. If a traveler wants protection, by carrying [he talisman with him, it can 

work directly with the minds of those who might acrack him. 

One magician. who was having [rouble with his boss. made a talisman so that his 
boss wouJd leave him alone. He [aped. the talisman underneath the lid of his boss' 

desk. Every working day. his boss was exposed to the energy radiating from the ClIis

man. and he did leave the magician alone. 

T21ismans have also been made for writers to help the creative energies flow into 

their work. A friend of mine who is a writer has 2 wisman beside his computer that 

he touches whenever he experiences "wri ter's block." 

The tactile nature of wismans is one of the key reasons that they are so popular. 

You can make talismans for friends. who are then constantly reminded of the work 

you have done for him or her. When they (ouch the wisman. they unconsciously c0-

operate with the energies that it represents. People who arc sick will fed reassured 

knowing that a healing talisman is under their pillow. slowing enabling the changes in 

their bodies co make mem , .. 'til again. 

On 3 more cynic:a1level. a talisman provides some material proof that a ritual has 

been performed. HistoricaJly. a layperson would nor want to hand over large 

amounts of cash (0 a magician or priest to perform a ritual unless some material re

sult was seen. 

A less technological culture would a.llow people to see their shaman go into a 

trance and dance about while possessed by me spirits; however. secrecy of magicians 

and witches preventS people from entering their circles or lodges [0 see the work that 

they have commissioned being carried out. For some reason, people who walk awa,y 

with a charm or a piece of paper with Cabbalistic signs written on it fed th2t they 

have gouen something for their money. 

The purpose of a talisman is often something general, like healing. wealth, influ

ence. or protection. This has led some to say that a talisman should be for a general 
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purpose. while 2 ricual is for something specific. but this is nOt always the case; at 

rimes. the aim of a talisman is specifically identified. 

[ tend to make talismans for the following reasons: 

When power needs to be brought ro bear on the situation over time and 

there are a large number of F.actors that will need to be brought into line 

before the desired physical result manifests. 

When nonmagicaJ people ask for my help and may not believe that any

thing will happen unless they have something tangible ro hold.6 

When exposure to the talism2n's energies is a key component in getting the 

desired result. For example, the energy of a healing talisman often works 

on the patient at a cellular level and thus needs to be in close proximity to 

him or her. 

When placement of power in a different location will help bring about the 

desired result. One occult order in New Zealand buried a talisman in the 

ground next to the road JUSt before an intersection that was a local accident 

black spot. Every time a driver approached the intersection. the talisman 

would cause him or her to take extra care. Following the order's action. 

there was some reduction in accidents at [hat intersection, although (he w

isman had no effeer on drunken drivers. 

Planetary Influences 

We will be looking at several differem rypes of talismans in this book. but we wiH 

mostly use the energies of the seven main "planets" of the ancients-the Sun. the 

Moon. Mercury, Venus. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. It sccms odd that, in a developing 

science like occultism, we seem reluctant to embrace energies of me recently discov

ered planets Uranus. Neptune. and Pluto. The truth is. though. that the energies 

from these seven bodies can be used to get everything talisman makers couJd want. 

Dion Fortune, a magician and writer who set up her own magic order in the late 

19205. once described. the planets as the physical bodies of beings of a:tremely com

plex energies. These planeruy beings orbit the aura of the Sun. which is the higher self 
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of the solar system. Together they make a huge physical body of a living being thac we 

caU the solar system. Like me energy ccnters described in che magical systems of India 

and China. the planets are VOrtexes of energy for this solar sysrem's body. 

Each center has a special function; for example. Venus provides the love force 

and the energies of creaciviry. 

These vortexes bombard the other centers with their unique energies. crearing 

and effecting change upon chern. Fortune said mat it is these fields of energy that 

have enabled Earth [0 d~elop and evolve life. It was this rare condidon that enabled 

the Divine ro send a life wave of divine sparks to incarnate and evolve among this 

maner, and it was these divine sparks mat became human? 

Whether or nor you accept this rationalization. it shows how important the plan

eu are considered to be by the working occultisr. A planetary talisman aims {O form 

a vortex to capture more of the planetary energy than is normal. It then takes this 

energy and directS it toward your heart's desire. 

A magician wishing to make a talisman would decide which planetary energy 

would match me wisman's purpose and would then build one mat would attract thar 

parcicular foret. 

Each planet is lined below with iu attributions. To figure OUt which planet you 

should use, think about what you specifically want your talisman [0 do. If you want 

to find the right SOrt of house. you would use a Sarurn talisman. If you want protec

tion from a bully, you would use a Mars ralisman. 

Saturn 

Fate, cime, the past, limits and boundaries, form, scructurcs including houses. old age. 

serious. ambition, bones. knees, skeleton, shins. ankles and circulation. rheumatism, 

arthritis, envy. suffering, fear, guilt. toxins, repressed aspects of the self, death, vermin 

and lice, poliricians, sciemists, architects, teachers, mines, moun rains, and wastelands. 

Jupiter 

Lawmaking. opportuniry, growth, progress, evolution, money. banks. rulers, royalty. 

faith, hope. charity, redemprion. freedom, spirirual wisdom and development, 

hypocrisy, hips, rhighs, feet, lawyers. priests, counselors, aCfOr5, open spaces, public 

places. and panoramic views. 
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Mars 

Wars, anger, action. sexual desire, physical energy, quarrels. courts, justice, courage. 

protection, transformation. revenge. destruction, surgery, the head, genitals, excre

tory system, rashes, red spors, migraine, predators. soldiers. surgeons, athletes, fur
naces, foundries, and metal work. 

Venus 

Love, erocicism. desire, pleasure, inspiracion. joy, pannerships. peace. laughter. friend

ship, creativiry, the arts. beaury, evaluation, promiscuity, overindulgence. lewdness, 

gentle animals. the throat and neck. Jcidneys, lower back. diplomacy, artists. fashions. 
bedrooms. and gardens. 

Mercury 

Communication, movemem. messages, computers, the media, language. trade, theft. 

magic, skilJ, learning. imdlect, psychology as a science. science, rationaliry, cunning 

and mischievous animals like monkeys, the digestive system, arms and hands. mer

chancs. clerks. accountants, scholars, universities, examinations. shops, schools. air
pocts, and rrain and bus stations. 

Moon 

The unconsciow, habits, instinct, sea, rhythm, che asual realm, mysteries. women 

(particularly their health). mothers. ehildbinh. psyehism. mensuuacion. meneal hcalth. 
the stomach. breasts, warrs. sterilicy. obsessions. delusions, insanity. cleaners, brewers, 
midwives, sailors. and harbors. 

The Sun 

Leadership, general hea.lth, healing. organization, arrogance, display, drama, fathers. 

power, individualization, the heart, the back, me lungs, kings, directors, managers, 
actors, palaces, and theaters. 

Most magicians make healing talismans using me Sun. as this aligns well wich 

Raphael the angelic healer; however, each planet rules a certain part of the body, and 

many complainu are caused by pachology of that particular planetary energy. A talis

man of an appropriate planet provides a correct template of the energy with which the 

body can heal irself-it also uses [he healing fimcrion of other lesser known angels. 
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I. A Ulmrfllu. IJ the generic term. An flmu/n IJ I lallSmln m:iII IJ spccifially dcslgntd to protect the we1l'cr 
A t.hfI,.", IJ me "spcllM Uur empowers tM talisman; hOWC'o·er. over the yttn il hu 140 /;Orne [0 dcnofe a 
wismlnic object thll is wu.uly worn on I n«kbce or bncclet. 

1. AJci.n« Crowley, book M"lIc", T'ht.ry flrut Pram., dechcalcs minCCf1 pagcs of me Inuoduct;on to hIS 
definition of nugic. Sec A1eisrcr Crowley. M"ti(", T1wry"rut Pramn (New York. NY: Dover Publica
[Ions. 1976) lUi-XXIii. 

3. Much of this process rUes pllCC mer the InClrnltion process. There arc Stelt ldepts, or BodhiSltNU 
(in the Buddhisltradiuon), who are carrying on mClr cYOlullon, progres.sivcly b«omlng more godlike. 
mer incarnation. 

4. Although I :un using Ihe lenns of the JewISh and Chn.nl.1.n hierarchics, nuny rdigions carry a fourfold 
hierarchia..l5tNCtute, In lnclent Egypt, there wu the crnlor god AlUm; mlJor gods like Isis. Osirus. 
J.nd Horus; and lCSRr gods hke the domestic god Bcs. 

S. There are some ntuals that arc rq»nu:d over a long period of tim", to achlcve chis effect. H~r. Ihey 
lend 10 be' signinam werkin" thai work on a b.rgt' $C.1le. lilc.c Ihe development of humlnu;y, ramer 
than me more pcrson.u functions that talismans perform. 

6. It is a magical rule mIt you don't intet'lenc In someone else's life unless he or she uks you to do so. 

7. Sec Dion Fortune. C(JJmlt D«tnl'ft (Wdlingborough: Aquuiln. 1988) ChlptC:rs ~9. 

2 
A Brief History of Talismans 

I n (he beginning, ancien[ people believed in the living powers of falis~ 

mans. W'he(her if was the bone of an ancient ancestor wed to hold 

back the evi l spirits in a storm, or the crudely carved, large~breasfed god· 

dess statue that was appeased to promote ferciJiry, a talisman was an 

earchly object that had somehow become a god, a power, a spirit, or the 

focw of divine energy. 

Anthropologins loolcing for (he roots of religions have found Startling 

similarities between early magical beliefs of cultures around the world. 

The people of these cultures had a strong belief in life after death and be· 

licved that ancestors couJd be contacted (0 assist the living. Some tribal 

culnues insisted that their ancestors had a direct influence on their daily 

existence and could bring good or bad fOHune according to their mood. 

There was vibrancy in what these ancient people believed. T heir sur· 

roundings were alive. The trees, the sea, rivers, and the animals al l had 

spirits. If the ancients had abstract gods. they were usuaJly personifica~ 

dons of these spirits-they were: storm gods, gods of the wind and rain, 

(he sleeping mountain, the corn, the harvest, or the stars. 

Standing between the tribe, these powerful spirits, and the ancestors 

was {he shaman. I He was a walker between (he levels of ctC"3tion who 

could travel to the spirit world and talk (0 aJl these forces for the good of 

the tribe. Ronald Hunon, a professor of history at Bristol University and 

13 
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an expert on the shaman ofSibcria. expla.in~ (0 me in an interview mat the would

be shaman was sclect~ by me spiritS (0 be their spokesperson. Because of the ncw 
involved, it was not a (ask for a volunteer, and candidates wually had (0 be driven 

kiclcing and screaming by the spirits and tribc into their new vocation. 

The main nlismanic tools of a Siberian shaman were a drum and robe. Both 
were made from the hide of an animal mat W:IS spiritually linked to the shaman. 

"The shoman would go ou( into the wild and find an animal that they felt moSt 
attracted (0 and make the drum skin and robe from its hide,· said Professor Hutton. 
-Likewise. the wood of the drum. which was supposed to come from the world uec:, 

would be selected from the forest because it looked a little different from all the 

rest ... 2 

The shamaN would consecrate the itenu by singing magical songs. These charnu 

were either passed down from shaman to pupil. or given as a gift from the spirits. The 

drum would be painted with images of the different levds of the world, and the robe 

would be decorated with magical mew Statues. 

Professor Hunon said that these wismanic tools wecc vital for the shaman's jour

neys to the spirit world: -The drum was the shaman's horse. Its bc:at W2S the steed's 

footfitUs, which carried them in Rjght to the other world. The robe covered. pro

[ected, and empowered the shaman for the Right.-

So powerful were these: ralismanic objects that, if it W2S not possible to give them 

(0 another shaman on the death of the owner, they were ueated like (oxic chemicals. 

The magical equipment was either buried Ot hung in a tree with the owner's body in 

sacred ground that no one went near.' 

"The belief was that they remained charged with power forever. If the drum and 
robe were touched by someone who was unprepared, the spirits would destroy them 

out of self-defense: said Professor Hunon. 

Ancient Egypt 
The next phase of development of Western talismans came from ancient Egypt. 

Here, the talismans and amulets were developed into a format that many would 

recognize. 
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In Egypt, the magicians or priesu aspired to assume the form of a god or goddess 

in their magic. Long evocations dcscrilxd the powees of the god. which threw the 

magicians into such reverie [hat mey believed they had mese powees. When mey felt 

this divine power flow through them, they would concentrate it into the raJismans. 

The magicians were helped by (he magical we of writing. Hieroglyphic words 

and pictUres of the gods' names controlled the gods and concentrated their power to 

the point that me very letters radiated energy. 

Each god and goddess had myths associated with him or her. These myths con
tained elementS mat were common to ordinary people. For example, Isis conrrolJcd 

snakes in order to discover the Sun god Ra's secret namej her husband, Osirus, over

came death and was reborn; Horw the hawk-faced god defeated crocodiles and hip
popotami; and Thoth the ibis-headed god invented writing. 

The Egyptians believed that if mey identified with a god, they wouJd receive a 

cure or protection similar [0 the god's (or goddess') mythic ability. The story of Isis, 
Osirw. and Horus was one of the key tales mat spawned the manufacture of talis

mans for ancient Egyptians. 

In this myth, the god Osirus and his sister, Isis, ruled Egypt successfully; but 

Osirw' brother, S~t, murdered him and hacked his body into pieces. Isis gathered 

the body together, except for [he penis, which was eaten by a fish. 

Making him a golden penis, Isis resurrected. Osirus long enough for h~r to con

ceive a son and heir. Horus the avenger was born and eventually slew Set. 

The Egyptians believed that if mcy knew a creature's "true" name, mcy had power 

over it. Isis was a powerful rmgician who knew the name of all creatures. She used this 

power [0 protect Horus umil he couJd meet and kiU Set. 

In their book Egypt, Vivian Davies and Renee Friedman observed that, around 

700 B.C., small stone tableu showing Horw holding snakes and scorpions and 

standing on crocodiles were very popuJar. It was believed that if you poured water on 

the "charged" stone, [he ston~ would empower the water to make a tonic [0 cure 

snue and scorpion bites. 

Anomer Egyptian way of avoiding artacks was to worship and ap~ the gods 

who might strike [hem. like [he snake god Mer~[$eger and {he scorpion goddess 
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Sdker. The Egypti;uu built clay snakes as wismans of prolection not only against 

reptiles but also againSt the nighmlateS caused by demonic forces. 

One of the mOSt famous protection talismans was the eye of Horus. Horus loS( 

his eye in a barne with Set, but Thoth the wisdom god was able to replace it. This 

"eye," when worn, was able to prorect the wearer from the attacks of Set and demons 

that caused. sickness. According to Davies and Friedman, it symbolized me Egyptian 

belief that righteous living and wisdom would defeat a.ny illness. 

AmuletS to protect children were common, particularly in later ptriods. These 

were long, cylindrical objects (usually made of metal) contained a narrow roll of pa

pyrus with a tC'Xt in which three deities promise to protect the child. This one, whkh 

is in the British Museum, was written for a girl: 

"* shall kup htT saft from Sakhmn and htT son. "* shall kup htT saft from rht 

collapst of a wall or rht foil of a thun,urbolt. 

"* shall kup htr saft from "prosy. from blindntss rhrough·our htr who" lift

rimt." 

Talismans were an imponant pan of the rituals for the mummi6cation of the 

dead. Models of scarabs, which wc:re Egyptian b«des closely linked to the Sun and 

resurrection, were placed in the mummy wnppings to prO[ect the dead. The most 

imponant was the scalab taJisman, which was placed over the hean. The Egyptian 

magical manual Tht Book ofGoming Forth by Day. commonly called Tht Book ofrht 

Dtaa, described how the hean scarab was consccnted. 

A man who was clean and pure, who had not eaten meat or fish or had sex, 

should make the heart scarab from green stone with a rim plated with gold. He 

shouJd then say the following: 

My htart of mJ motha My htan of my motha My htan-cast of my rramforma

tionJ. ut not any ont stand up to btar tatimony against mt . . . Ltt no ont malt{ 

thu to fall away from mt in tht prntnu of tht Kuptr of tht Balanu. Thou art 

my Ka, tht duxlln in my body. tilt god Khnnnu who maknt lound my mnnbm. 

MaJtSt thou apptar In tht piau of happmm whuhtr t« go. Ln not makt my 

nmnt IQ stink Shtnit Chuft. who malu mm IQ bt llIlbk. Lrt It '" JallSfartory unlQ 
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UJ, ana In tht mrming bt satisfactory unlQ UJ, and In thtrr bt joy oJhtart to UJ at 

tht wtighing of words. Ln not lin," toki against mt btfoTt tht GTtat GoJ. tht 

Lora of Ammur. Vm~ how grtat shau thou '" whm thou roat up in triumph." 

This talisman prevented the heart from testifying against the dead ptrson during 

the final judgment of the soul. 

Other scanbs had magical spells or symbols engnved on the back of them. 

Sometimes these engnvings we.re the names of the owner linking them [0 the regen

erative powers of the insect, and other times they were phrases like "Amon is my 

strength" or "Strong is the heart.· 

Mummies wore neddaces with the eye of Horus, and thei r tombs contained 

small statues of deifies designed to protect them from demons. The heads of the four 

son.s of Horus protected Canopic jus, which contained the dead person's stomach. 

imestines, lungs, and liver. 

Another important talismanic object. which was placed under the mummy's 

head, was a talisman made of linen stiffened with plaster and inscribed. with pic

tur .. of the gods. Called a hypoctphalus. it kept the body warm in the afterlife. The 
Egyptians had a prayer [0 Amon mat was probably recited when the talisman was 
consecrated: 

I am tht HitUkn Ont in tht hitU:kn plau. I am a ptrficr Ipirit among tht com

pamons ofR4 and I haf.Jt romt forth amongpnfta lOUis ... I am ont oJtht Ipir

il1that haw comt forth from tht undnworld: gram untO mt tht things my boay 

nuds and htaf.Jm for my soul ana a hiddm piau for my mumm,. 

The ankh was another popular amulet. It was a prime symbol for eternity and was 

carried by many gods in temple wall paintings. 

Greek and Roman Influences 

AJexander the Great's annexation of Egypt in November 332 B.C. led to dramatic 

changes in the development of talismans. The founding of the great library in Alexan

dra by Alexander's successor, Ptolemy Soter, in approximately 283 B.C., created a 

mecca for philosophers. magicians, priests. and scientists. Many of the [c:xu and maps 

of the known world \\-~re copied and nored at this libnry. 
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The ciey \VaS extremely cosmopolitan, and from this culture of knowledge was 

born the Hermetic and Gnostic movements. These wert people who believed. it was 

important to "know God," and they forged many complex and esoteric ways of 

doing so. These movements inAuenced the Christian and Jewish faiths; in faCt, 

many scholars believe that someone inAuenccd by Gnostic terminology wrOte John's 

gospel during the first cemury. 

Upon .he d ... h of .he las. pharoah of Egyp., Cleopatra, in 30 B.C., Egyp. be
came another Roman province. By this stage, the Egyptians had largely forgotten 

the meaning of their more detailed hieroglyphics. Many spoke Greek and wrOte in a 

mixture of Greek and Egyptian scriptS called Coplic. 

Talismans wert generally wrinen on papyrus or engraved on metal. usually lead. 

The magical words engraved upon them were a mixture of bastardized Egyptian and 

Greek. There was heavy use of"'barbarow names of power; which are indecipher

able names with lots of vowels. The seven Greek vowels were believed to possess spe

cial powers. The Egyptian language was made up entirely of consonanu. so the 

Egyptians were intrigued by the ability of vowels to animate words. These long 

names, which were often made entirely of vowels. were chanted or sung during the 

Gnostic magic rites and religious rituals. 

A healing talisman from the third cemury A.D. has this inscription: 

rbath agrammc fiblo ehncme6 

a e ett iiii 00000 uuuuuu MM060 

Lord Gods heal Helena daugh.er of. ... 

From every illness 

and every shivering and fever. 

ephemeral. quotidan. teuian. quartan 

iarb'iI.lh. agrammc fibl6 chncmro 
2eeiouoouoieea 

~iouoouoiec 

eiouoouoie 

ouoouo 

uoou uuuuu 
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Talismans in the British Museum representing this time in history include the 

drawings of strange muJtiple gods of the Gnostics. For example. Abraxas has the 

head of a rooster. the body of a man. and the legs of a snake. 

The British Museum also contains popular taJismans with the gods depicted as 
foot soldiers or riders trampling demons. These images. which were often carried by 

Roman soldiers, were supposed to ward off' evil. 

Another technique to deAcct evil was to write [he words of a talisman in a triangle 

of decreasing or increasing leners. Thjs made something either go away or draw close. 

By using the same technique in modern English. a boil could be made to disappear 

by writing thjs: 

Boil 
Soi 

So 

B 

An ancient magician who wanted God to draw close would write this: 

A 

EE 

HHH 
I I I I 

00000 
tmTI 

<OOXJ){J)(OO)(J 

The Gre:eks developed a system of talismanic cursing. A curse containing the 

name of the victim was written on a lead tablet known as a Katad~smoi, which 

means "binding formula ... 6 This was thrown into graves. piu. or wc:lls. thw handing 

the victim over to demons and [he ghostS of the dead. These: cursing and binding 

tablets seem to be an invention unique to the Greeks. Used in Greece beginning in 

the fifth century B.C., their use soon spread throughout the Greek and Roman lands. 
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The preparacion of \utadesmoi later entaJled rituals simila.r to the popular con

ception of voodoo magic. This included the binding or burning of wu, clay, or lead 

"voodoo" dolls. "Which represented the victim. 

One love spell preserved in the University of Michigan's papyrw collection was 

wrinen in the second century by someone named Ailourion who w.lnted a woman 

named Kopria [0 desire and love him: 

I "Posit this bindinl sp<1I with lOU. <htlxmian gods-Plu", and /(g" . ... Bind 

Kopria. who", h" moth" Tanis bD". tht hair 0/ whoJt }muJ you havt. for Ailou

r;on, whom his moth" namtd Kopn·a bort. that sht mal not Iubm;tlo vaginal 

nor anal ;ntnTourst. nor gratifY anothtT youth or anothtr man actpt Aiwurion 

only. whom his moth" namtd KDpria bort. and thaI sht ma, not t"lJtn bt ablt to 

tat nor drink nor tvtT ttl slttp nor tnjfIJ tDOd ,"auh nor haw ptact in htr soul 

or mind in her unrt for Aiwurion. whom his mother Kopria bort. until Kopria. 

whom htr mothtr Tanis bort. whoJt hair you havt. will spring up from tv"} 

p£Zct and ttln] hoult, burning with passion. and comt to Ailourion, whom his 

mothtr named Kopria bort. wving and aMring with all htr soul, with all htr 

spirit. with "netas;nt and unrmritting and (onstant trOtic bindin~ Ailourion. 

whom his mothtr namtd Kopria bort. with a divint Iovt. from thn v"} dAJo 
from she p"uns hour. for the mt of /(gprioi lift·· 

The usc oflutadesmoi did no, always have such a dark purpose. Lead disks .. k· 
ing the gods for healing were often deposited in the sacred wells or lakes. A large 

number of these types of katadesmoi have been uncovered in (he English town of 

Bath, which had a temple dedicated to Minerva. who gua.rded its sacred springs. 

As Christianity took hold of the Roman Empire in the second and third century, 

its Gnostic variations were dubbed a heresy a.nd therefore suppressed. There Kems 

to be no evidence. though, that interest in talismans slackened. Many aamples of 

talismans exist today with images and invocations to ChriS{ and the angels. 

One of these. in the Kelsey Museum, shows a man spearing a lioness with a 

human female face. An a.ngel blesses the rider with his raised wing. It is inscribed 

with the words "One God who conquers evil; He who dwells in the help of the Most 

High will abide in the shelter of the God of heaven." On (he reverse side is ChriS{ en-
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throned and surrounded by the four animals of the Apoca1ypse--an ox, a man. an 

cagle. and a iion. i, is inscribed wim me words "Hoiy. Hoiy. Hoiy. Lord Saba3m" and 
"The seal of the living God, Guard from every evil him who carries this amulet .... 

Christianity developed itS own talismanic items, panicula.r1y around the cult of 

the saints. Bones and other anifacts :usociated with the saints were often associated 

with miracles. During me Middle Ages. a church with an appropriate relic wouJd be 

a site for pilgrimages from the ruthful who hoped that me nint would grant them a 

miracle-wually some form of healing. 

Pilgrimages were a lucrative trade for churches who often fought over, and some

times f2brioted. holy relics. One story tells how a bishop visited a cathedral that w:u 

f2mous for owning the skeleton of Ma.ry Magdalene. He joined the queue of pil

grims who werc kWing the ncred skeleton. When it was his turn, he bit a chunk off 

the bone and carried it back to his church where it, tOO, arr.ra.cted pilgrims. 

One of the most famous religious taJismans was the True Cross upon which 

Christ was supposed to have been crucified. Bits of this rdic passed back and fonh 

between the W2rring forces during the Crusades. 

There were many enterprising Christians who sold saHdoth from St. Peter's boat, 

Jesus' swaddling clothes, and bones from any particular saint. Occultists, myself in

duded, who c:x.amined some of these talismanic objcct.S in the early 199Os, particularly 

mose ma, had been adop,cd by me church. ,esrify tha, me objccts do develop a power 
of their own. Two occultisu, Marian Grttn and John Mathews, acknowledged the 

power that emanates from such itcms in meir book Tht Grail5uk"i Companion. 
When referring [0 a relic aJJeged to be Christ's blood, kept in the Church of the Holy 

Blood in Bruges. Belgium. Green and Mathews said: 

It looks like dry red dust inside iu glass container-but it radiates energy. At 

least one of the authors can testify to the cxtraordinary power of the realisa

(ions made in meditation in the beautiful medicv:a.1 church which is ia home.9 

My own theory is that the consecrating power of the belief of so many faithful has 

enabled a medieva.l con trick to become a powerfuJ religious item. 

It was among the Jews that talisman-making grew into a scientific 3rt, and it is 

their work that has influenced [he Western magical tradition the most. 
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Jewish Talismans 
It is clear that we owe more (0 the Jewish tradition of talisman making man any 

other. Ie is fair to say mat within Jewish communities me technique of making talis

mans has been consistent for several mowand years. 

In his book Htbrnu AmuktJ, T. Schrire says mat Hebrew talismans were consid

ered to be so effective during the Middle Ages mat mey were bought by Christians. 

Ironically. many Christian knights who persecuted Jews in their homdand looked ro 

these same Jews co provide them with magical protection during the Crusades. 

Orthodox Jews frowned on me use of talismans. mostly because they were op

posed to anything that even hinted of magic. They were suspicious of {he secrecy of 

many talisman makers and feared mat there could be some form of idolatrous prac

dce involved in talisman making. 

Despite this. there was some pressure on Jewish leaders to produce talismans, 

and many found loopholes within the Jewish law (0 create them. By the time the 

Jews returned from meir captivity in Babylon, talismans had become an accepted 

part of daily life. Jewish literature. or Mishnah, defined different "grades" of talis

mans. Those made by an expert could be carried on me Sabbath. Curiously, it was 

considered improper (0 usc a ralisman for healing, bur ir was acceptable (0 prevent 

illness with one. It is rare to find a Hebrew talisman with the word "cure" on it, 

but there are some talismans that ask that a person be "protected from" a variety of 

illnesses. 1o 

Jewish talismans gained their power because they were made using Hebrew let

ters and phrases from rhe Bible, which contained whar were considered the words of 

God. The main difference between Hebrew talismans and those of other cultures is 

the lack of images other {han symbols and an almost (Ocal dependence on Hebrew 

leners and names to provide power. 

In the Bible. there are many different names, or shemoth, given to "God." The 

most famous is iT~". which Christian scholars transliterated to JHVH or Jehovah. It 
literally means "he is" or "be will be." The Jews considered this name roo holy to 

pronounce and replaced it with others like Adonai, which the Cbristians translated 

as "Lord." 
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There are other names mentioned in the Bible, like EI, Shaddai, Elohim. Yah, 

and so on. Others were added by raking the first letters ofker Bible verses and mak

ing new ones. This technique was called Notarikon, and the classic example of dIis 

was the sevemy-rwo-Ienered name of God called Shem Hameforash. 11 This "name" 

was raken from Exodus 14: 19-2 L In the original Hebrew. each of these three verses 

consists of seventy-two letters. Shem Hameforash was made by making a composite 

of three verses by raking the first feners of dIe first verse, anomer lener from the sec

ond verse, and the first letter of me third verse to make the syllables of the name. 

Each name represemed a different aspect of God, and each Hebrew talisman 

began with a prayer to one of dIem like "In dIe name of Adonai" or "With the help 

of Shaddai." The purpose of this was to remind the owner mat although he or she 

wanted protection against a cerrain act, it was through the power of God that it 

would come about--God. still made the final decision. 

Talismans also evoked angels, and there were thousands of these to choose from. 

We wiU be looking at their use in talisman making in chapter 4. The most common 

angels on Hebrew talismans were Urid. Raphael, Gabriel. Michael. and Nuciel. The 

names of these angels were sometimes abbreviated to a single name of power using 

Norarikon. According to Schrire. the name 1OliK. Argaman, was fairly common and 

was constructed by taking the first lener of the name of each angel. 

After choosing the appropriate God. and angel names. me talisman maker would 

select a Bible verse that was relevant to the tal.isman's purpose. By raking these verses, 

often shonened by Norarikon, it was believed rhat that God's power was being 

stamped OntO the talisman. 

[n choosing a Bible verse to cons truct a talisman for a good singing voice, Exo

dus 15: 1 was considered one of the best. This verse says, "Then sang Moses and the 

children of Israel this song umo the Lord. for he hath triumphed gloriously: the 

horse and his rider hath he thrown into the sea." 

Sometimes the choice of Bible verse was esott~ric or cryptic. For example. Gene

sis 49:22 appears on a large number of talismans designed to ward off evil; yet this 

verse is. "Joseph is a fruitful bough. even a fruitful bough by a well; whose branches 

run over a wall." 
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After the Bible verse, a short prayer was inscribed, depending on the amount of 

space. Then me talisman inscription ended with a direct statement of what it was 

supposed to do, i.e., "Let N, who bears mis talisman upon him, sing with a S\veet 

voice." It is common to see the word Amm repeated three times and then the word 

ulah mree times on many traditional Jewish talismans. 

Jewish talismans were made of metal disks or written on paper. Some of the 

metal amuleu had red beads attached as this color was conside red protective. Judg

ing by me amount of mjsrakes in lettering and names mat metal workers made when 

constructing talismans, it is fair to believe mat most did not know what they were 

doing. Skilled scribes wrote me few paper talismans that have survived. They con

structed. them with me same care and skill they lavished. on copying me Bible. 

One instruction dem:lflded that the talisman be wrirten while in pf2yer or fast
ing. As the mu.er dipped his pen in prepared ink, he was instructed to say. " In the 

name of Shaddai who created heaven and Earm [ write this name for ... " and then 

me purpose of the talisman. Once finished, he was to say, "Blessed are mou, 0 Lord, 

who has sanctified thy great na.me and revealed it to thy pious ones to show iu 

power and might in me language in the writing of it and in the unerance of the 

moum ... n 

It is not surprising mar since wisman writing required so much piety, it was offen 

Idl: to me chief rabbi of a town ro perform. The Jewish saint Rabbi Haim Joseph 

David Azulai (I 724-1807) made his living by selling wismaru. which he constructed 

wing his cxtensive Cabbaljstic knowledge. He wrote cxtensively on suilable angels, 

Bible verses, and codes for use in talismans. and after his deam his signature was con

sidered talismanic. 

MyStical writings, particularly the Cabbalah, had a strong inRuence on the de

velopment of talismans. Here, the names of God and angels were codified for prac

tical use. 

In 1230, Eleazar of Worms wrote the most significant book on the manufacture 

of J~wish talismans. His book, SiftT Razul, which was wrinen in the Middle Ages, 

was not published until 1701. This did not nop iu wide circulation among Jews in 

manuscript form. The book had an impact on the Jcwish sect the Hassidics, who 

had been prolific talisman makers. 
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S~ftr R4Z111 included different SOrtS of mystical alphabeu (hac were designed to 

make the meaning of the tCXt cryptic to aU but the initiated. It also included detailed 

liSts of angels. symbols, and Bible verses. These created talismans that were much 

more elaborate. bur it was essentially the same formula that Jewish talisman makers 

had been wing for centuries. 

The amulet in figure 2 contains many differem divine names. In the four corners, 

there are the four rivers of pan.dise. These were mentioned in the Book of Genesis as 

the Pison. Gihon, Hiddekel, and Euphrates, and were caken by me Cabbalisrs (0 rep

rc:sem the Rowing of divine energy into crearion. 

On the circumference of the ciede are me names associated with childbirm: Adam 

and Eve, Hun. Lilim, Sham riel. Hasdiel, Sinvai, Saruanvai, and SemangloE There is a 

Figure 2. $cfer Ruid amuln for duldblfth.. 

fourteen-Icner mame of God, a ou-down version ofPsaJm 91: II, and (he words Amen 

and SeI2h.1J On the outSide of the hexagram is a forty-(Wo-Ienered name of God, and 

within me hexagon is Exodus II :8. 14 

The first mlisman made using a priming press was published in Venice in the six

teenth century. Printed talismans have remained more or less the same ever since. The 

wming inscribed 'vas, "'n the name of Shaddai," and asks for the protection of the 

bearer, who was never named. Bible verses were usually derived from Psalm 121 or 
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91. Although some printed talismans were cons«:r:nro or blessed by a rabbi, most 

were supcrscitiously believed co hold power by virrue of lhe Hebrew writing. Talis

man making was a religious and creative ilct be:[Wten me maker ilnd lhe Almighty, 

but lhere: is divine power in Hebrew writing, and me belief of me talisman's owner in 

me power of the letters can give a consecration of $Om. 

Hebrew talismanic production. whether printed or handmade, is still fairly com

mon. MoS[ of Utem are wrinen on pieces of parchment [WO by twenty inches in size 

and are tightly rolled and kept in containers. A friend of mine gave me one co pro

tect me when I travel. It has a red cord and is kept rolled up in a transparent. suaw

shaped planic case. 
One Jewish talismanic system that deserves a mention is the Book of th~ Sa(T~d 

Magic of Abram~lin th~ Mag~. This book, which was written in the fifteenth cen

tury. describes a complete system of magic where: the magician spends six momhs in 

retreat carrying out rirual practices before encountering his higher self and gaining 

mastery of his demons. These demons. and angds, empower a series of magical 

squares. Although magic squares were used in Jewish and Chriscian magical talismans, 

the Abramdin squares were unlike anything that had )'Ct been produced. Figure 3 is an 

example of one that was used to find ancient medals and coins. 

0 R I 0 N 

R A V R 0 

I V A V I 

0 R V A R 

N 0 I R 0 

Figure 3. An Abramdin wisman to Mel mcdili and coins. 
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The Abramdin magical system had little influence on talisman development 

uncil the head of the Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn, S. L. MacGregor Math

ers, translated the only copy of me manuscript from medieval French. Some mem

bers of the Golden Dawn. particularly those in New Zealand, considered me squares 

co be extremely powerful. Aleister Crowley considered the squares to be: so danger. 

ow (hat he recommended keeping [he book in a lead box. Many talisman makers 

believed that it was not sensible to we the squares unless you adopted the whole 

Abramclin magical system-which included the six-month retreat and achieving 

knowledge and conversation wim your holy guardian angel. 

Jewish influences crept into the WcS(crn magical tradicion during the Euro

pean Renaissance, and it is there that we have to look to find the next evolution in 

talisman making. 

Talisman Making During the European Renaissance 

After a thousand years of church-dominated learning. the dawn of the European Re
naissance marked a revival in interest in the ancients and their teachings. Not only 

did the invention of the priming press in the middle of the fifteenth century lead to 

humanist reforms in education and science, it also helped disseminate esoteric and 

occult teachings. 

[n Itaiy, the ruler of Florence. Lorenzo de Medici (1478-1 521), gave protection 

and employment to occultists like Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (1463-1494) and 

Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499). Mirandola and Ficino spent much of their lives re

se:lIching Hebrew, Latin, and Greek manuscriptS to bring new Nco-Platonic and 

Hermetic learning upon the world. 

Mir.lndola was fascinated by the Cabbalah, which he regarded as a ful611mem of 

Christian rel igion. He did much to publicize the basics of {his syS[em among Chris

tians. which also kindled meir interest in Jewish talisman making. 

The Greater Key of Solomon 

One of the moS( important influences on magic at this time was a text called T"~ 

Gr~at~r Kty of Solomon. somrimes JUSt called Th~ Kg ofSDlomon. This magical text 

was passed to Renaissance magicians in various formats from {he Middle Ages. It 
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was unlikely to have been published, as the Church wouJd have most certainly 

banned it. Alongside the usual spell recipes and rirual pracrices, The iVy ofSolDmon 

gives pages of planetary "pentacles" for use in different spells (figure 4). 

Hebrew is wed on the talismans. Thc:y bear similarities to traditional Jewish ralis

mans, including divine names, Bible verses, magic squares, and angels; however, they 
also include Gnoseic setls, geomeeric shapes, and human faces. No prayers or inten

tions are \Vrinen on them, nor are they linked to any panicuJar individual. 

The Kty of Solomon instructs that talismans be made ae an astrologically signifi

cant time and on an appropriate day. Saturn talismans arc to be made of lead; 

Jupiter, of tin; Mars, of iron; Sun. of gold; Venus, of copper; Moon, of silver; and 

Mercury, an amalgam of al.1 [he merals. They can also be made of exorciud virgin 

paper and drawn in colors appropriare to me planets. 

Table I is a list of me colors of me planetary powers, according to the occultist 

Agrippa (who we will discuss later in this chaprer). Although the rext does not pro

vide a consecrarion ritual, ir states that incense should be burned during the penta

cle's construction. 

Table 1 
The colors of the planetary powers, according to Agrippa. 

Planet Color 

Saturn Black 

Jupiter Blue 

Mars Red 

Venus Green 

Mercury Mixed colors 

Moon Silver 

Sun Gold or yellow 

Many magicians usc these pentacles as ralismans, bur this is nor how [hey were in

tended to be used. InStead, the text shows che magician holding on to [he pentacle 

when calling a spirit inro physical manifestation during a riruaJ magic experiment. 
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We see pentacles used in similar ways in other magical systems, including the Hep

tameron, attributed ro Perer de Abano. and Dr. John Dee in his Heprarchia. The idea 

is char by holding a pentacle wirh the relevanr symbols on it, you control the being 

you are calling and can make the spiri t do your bidding. In other words, a pemacle is 

a specialized talisman whose power is focused on assiscing the magician in a parciru

lar rirual. 

The Kry of Solomon does mention thar rhe pentacles can be carried about one's 

person co achieve a desired effect, but this would be to call upon any spuits [0 your 

aid quickly. h was a panic burron that connected you directly to the spirits rarher 

chan a ralisman as such. 

Figure 4. Lun.1 pemaclcs from Tk IV] (lf~!IJ",(lII. 
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Magical Images on Talismans 

During rhe Renaissance, the memory systems of ancient Rome were reactivated. 

These were originally designed ro help people remember speeches. A person would 

imagine a scene, like a library, and place an image of what they wanted to remember 

ar certain points in that library. For example, if you wanted to remember that 

Christopher Columbus rediscovered the Americas in 1492, you could imagine Sr. 

Christopher wearing a column on his head, driving a bus (Chrismpher Column bus), 

with an American flag draped over the from and the number 1492 on irs destination 

window. As you recited your speech you could imagine yourself walking through that 

library, and the images would remind you of what to say next. 

These images developed imo a sysrem of storing magical knowledge. If you 

wanted [Q remember the powers of Jupiter, you would visualize a crowned king 

wearing a purple robe. sitting on a cubic throne on the back of a huge crab, and 

holding an orb and scepter. You would see a person obediendy bowing [Q him, and 

his face wouJd be an expression of love. Above him would be the Hebrew lerrers'~ 

(E1), and on the orb would be ,he sign of Jupiter (21-). The person bowing would have 
the asrrologtca1 symbols for Saginarius (.>t) and Aquarius (~) on his back. To the 

king's left would be a devil, with goat's legs and hooves, holding the sign fo r Capricorn 

(\I.l). The devil would be threatening the king. 
This would remind the occultisr that Jupiter is anributed [0 Chesed, or Mercy, 

on the Cabbalistic Tree of Life. the divine name of which is El. Its symbols are the 

orb and rod of power. Jupiter is the power of love and authority. It ruJes Sagirrarius 

and Aquarius, is exalted in Cancer, and is in fall in Capricorn. 

This mental shorthand was considered to have a power all its own, which could 

be used in magical operations. Occultists call these "ralismaric images," and they are 

rhe basis behind many differem magical systems. including Tarot and ceremonial 

magic. \Vhen they are placed on a talisman, they attract all (he powers that a magi

cian associares with the image. 

In his book D~ vila CorljlUJ Comparanda. Ficino includes some of these images 

and converts them from stylized drawings imo Renaissance art. Another occultist, 
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Giordano Bruno. developed a list of these images for his book Th~ SrCTU ofSbadow!. 

He was arrempting (Q create a highly sophisticated system of images based on star 

magic. His images found their way into many different post-Renaissance magical 

cookbooks. Some of his magical images of astrological signs are watered-down ver

sions of those of Agrippa. and dearly he. like many Renaissance magicians. owed a 

huge debt to rhis man. 

Agrippa 

The person who had perhaps rhe biggest influence on magic and talisman making 

during the Renaissance was Henry Cornelius Agrippa of Nerresheim. 

Agrippa was born in 1486 in Cologne, Germany. He wem to university in 

Cologne and Paris. where he developed an interest in magic. After a successful career 

in rhe military. he toured Europe acquiring more occult information before setciing 

in Paris among a brotherhood of followers. By the age of twenty-three. he had gath

ered together mosr of his notes for what was to be his mOSt significant work-Occult 

Phiw!ophy. In 1509, he wrote the first draft and sent it to fellow occuJtisr and friend 

Abbot Johannes Trithemius to be reviewed. but it was not uncil 1531 that it was first 

published. By that time Agrippa was much more Christian in his oudook. At the 

end of the book he even published a retraction of magic and praised the word of 
God. 

Many have seen this as merely a front to get the book approved by the authori

eies. Arrempts were certainly made by the Church to ban publication of the book. 

bur they were largely unsuccessful. This was probably due to the faCt that Agrippa's 

patron was Hermannus, the archb ishop of Cologne. 

The calm did not lase long. Whipped into a frenzy by [he Dominican monks, 

German Emperor Charles V sentenced Agrippa to dea[h. But Agrippa escaped to 

France, where King Francis immediately flung him into prison. He was quickJy re

leased. but djed soon afterward. He was forcy-nine years old when he died, and, 

ironically, was buried by {he Dominicans at one of their churches. 15 

Occult Philosophy is a three-volume encyclopedia of Renaissance eso[eric knowl

edge. Much of the informacion on talismans created by the Cabbaliscs and the Jews 
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is Included. along with hierarchies of angels and demons. geomancy. magical alpha

bets. magic squares, and other techniques that will be described. later in mis book. 

Agrippa kincUy provides talisman makers with information on how to key into power

ful astrological influences with magical talismaric images. It is thanks co him that we 

know the hours when the forces of me planecs are strongest. What Agrippa does not 

explain is how to use his system in a practical manner, which [ will do in later chapters. 

Table 2 
Agrippa's taiismatic images for the zodiac. 

Astrological sign Decan16 Image 

Aries First A dark man c10med in white, well built, reddish 

eyes, strong and angry. 

Second A woman dressed in red standing on a white 
cloth. 

Third An angry, pale man with red hair, clothed in red, 
carrying a golden bracelet and a wooden Staff. 

Taurus Firsc A naked man, an archer. and a &rmer (who is 
sowing, ploughing), and building. 

Second A naked man holding a key. 

Third A man holding a snake and a dan. 

Gemini First A man holding a rod and serving another. 

Second A man holding a pipe, and another man digging 

the earth. 

Third A man looking for a weapon and a fool holding a 
bird in his right hand and a pipe in his left hand. 

Astrological sign Decan 

Cancer First 

Second 

Third 

Leo First 

Second 

Third 

Virgo First 

Second 

Third 

Libra First 

Second 

Third 

Scorpio Firsc 

Second 

Third 
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Image 

A virgin in fine c1omes, crowned. 

A wdl-dressed man; or a man and a woman sirung 
at a [able, playing. 

A man hunting with a lance and horn, calJing 
forth his dogs. 

A man riding on a lion. 

A crowned head of an angry man, with his hands 
lifted up. A threatening man with a sword drawn 
in his right hand and a small shield in his left hand. 

A young man, very sad and iU. who holds a whip. 

A virgin and a man casring seeds. 

A dark man wearing furs, and a man with a brush 
of hair holding a bag. 

An old, pale. deaf woman; or an old man leaning 
on a Staff. 

An angry man holding a pipe, and a man reading. 

Two angry men and a well-dressed man sining in a 
chair. 

A violent man with a bow with a naked man be
fore him, and another man holding bread in one 
hand and a cup in the other hand. 

A well-dressed woman struck by twO men. 

A naked man and woman, and a man sining on 
the ground. Two dogs bire one another. 

A man on his knees while a woman hits him with 
a naif. 
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Astrological sign Oecan Image 

Sagirtarius First A man in chainmail holding a naked sword. 

Second A woman weeping. covered in clomes. 

Third A golden man playing with a scaff 

Capricorn First A man and woman carrying full bags. 

Second Two women and a man looking at 8ying birds. 

Third A chaste, wise. working woman, and a banker 
gathering money on arable. 

Aquarius First A prudem man, and a woman spinning. 

Second A man with a long beard. 

Third A dark. angry man. 

Pisces Firsr A well-dothed man with a sack on his 
shoulder. 

Second A pretty. well-d.ressed woman. 

Third A naked man or youm with a beautiful young 
woman whose head is crowned with 80wers. 

Table 3 
Agrippa's talismatic images of the planets. 

Planet 

Saturn 

Image 

An old man dressed in black, sitting on a high chair. his hands are 
above his head, and he: holds either a fish or a sickle. Under his feer 
are a bunch of grapes and his head is covered with a black doth. 

A crowned man dressed in saffron-covered robes riding an eagle or a 
dragon. In his right hand is a dart and he is about to strike the cagle 
or dragon. Or a crowned naked man, who has his hands joined {O

gerher and lifted up. He is sining in a four.legged chair, which is 
carried by four winged boys. Or a man with the head of a lion, or 
ram and eagle's feet domed in saffron·colored robes. 

Planet 

Mars 

Sun 

Venus 

Mercury 

Moon 
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Image 

An armed man riding on a lion carrying a naked sword in his right 
hand and a decapitated head in his left. Or a soldier armed and 
crowned with a long lance. 

A crowned king clothed in saffron colors. siuing on a chair. holding 
a raven. with a globe under his feet. Or a woman crowned with fire, 
dancing and laughing while standing on a four-horsed chariot. In 
her right hand is a mirror, or shield, in her left. Leaning on her 
breast is a scaff. 

A woman with the head of a bird and the feet of an cagle, holding a 
dart in her hand. Or a naked young woman with her hair spread 
ouc, holding a mirror. There is a chain about her neck, and a hand
some young man holds the chain wich his left hand as he fixes her 
hair with his righ, hand. They look lovingly a, each orner. and a 
winged boy holding a sword or dart is about them. 

A handsome. bearded young man. In his left hand is a caduceus, 
and in his right is a dart. He has winged feet. Or a man siITing in a 
chair or riding on a peacock. He has eagle's feer and a crest on his 
head. In his left hand he holds a rooster or fire. 

A man leaning on a staf'f. with a bird on his head and a flourishing 
tree before him. A horned woman riding a bull, a dragon with seven 
heads. or a crab. She has in her right hand a dart. and in her left a 
mirror. She is clothed in white or green and has on her head twO 

snakes with horns joined together. 

These images may seem strange to a modern mind, bur they actually work on 

the deep levels of the unconscious. In many ways (hey are like dream images, and 

their meanings. although obruse. can be understood through medication. 

The image should be pictured as dearly as possible in your imagination. Some 

magicians try to talk to the images; orners just let cheir realizations about the images 
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rise from chcir conscious to their unconscious minds. You should write down your 

realizations and mull chern over umilthey are part of the language that your uncon

scious uses to talk to your consclow mind. Soon you may seart having dreams 

where, say, you are talking [0 a man carrying a sword and riding a lion, and you will 

know that Manian forces are at play in your life. 

This sort of work is necessary if you plan to PUt images on your talismans. In this 

book, we will be wing these magical images to trigger unconscious associations dur

ing the talisman preparation process; however. there is no reason why chey should 

not be placed direcdy OntO talismans. 

Francis Barrett 

In 180 t, when Britain was undergoing a Gothic revival, Francis Barren published a 

manual of occult techniques called Th~ Magus. 

This book contains Unle that is original and. according to Francis King, is basi

cally a translation of and paraphrases pans of Agrippa (including a book falsely at

tributed to Agrippa that dealt wich black magic), Agrippa's mentor Johannes 

Trithemius, ~e(er de A1bano's Lib" Exp~r;mmlor;um, and John Heydon's Harmony 

oftht World." 
In Th~ Magus, we see the: use of numbers and magic squares. Cabbalistic divine 

names, and the images of the planers (figure 5). \'Qhac Barren adds is a picture of six 

planetary talismans so dIat we know what they should look like. They are cwo disks 

of the appropriate metal joined by a line of doth tape (probably in the appropriate 

color). Each disk has {wo fields. a center, and a circumference. 

In me center of one of the disks is a magic square of the plan~r, the sign of the 

planet, and the appropriate Hebrew name of God. Around the circumference is the 

number of the spirit of the planet, another divine name, and the name of the intelli

gence of the planet. I! 

In the cemer of the second disk is the seal of the planet, the sign of the planet, and 

the sigH, or signature. of the intelligence. 19 Around the circumference of the second 

disk of the Saturn and Jupiter talisman are corrupred Latin phrases: "Accipe mihi Pe

tirione 0 Domine" (Saturn), which approximates [0 "Accept my request 0 Lord," 
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Figure 5. MagIC KUs or raJismans from 71H .ltfflpi by FWlOS Barren (london. 1801). 
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and "Confirmo 0 Deus Parentis simus" Uupirer). which does nor really make much 

sense but could be imended (0 mean something like "Make me noong and powerful 

o God." The other talismans lack a Larin prayer although it is possible that they 

were meant to have one mat was left off the illustration. 

Buren also neglected co provide a talisman of the Moon. [ can only assume 

that the reason for this is because. under his system. the names and magic squares 

were tOO long to fit into the iIlunrator's drawing. ~o The other problem was mat six 

talismans. being an even number, was easier for the engraver to pur neatly on the 

page {han the complete sec of seven talismans. 

For {he sake of completeness. figure 6 illusuates what B:ureu's ralisman of the 

Moon would have looked like alongside the original engraving. J have used the He

brew lertering he suggesrs.21 

Figure 6. Fr.anct$ BMrcu's missing Moon t,uisnun. 

\ 

\ 
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Barrett included magical images of the planeu, which are similar to those pro

vided by Agrippa. but for some reason did not include mem in his final ralismans. 

Perhaps once again it was the limitations of his illwtr.uor who, while capable of per

forming great fears in rhe rest of the book, did not consider it possible to place an 

image of the planets in such a riny space. 

Barren also mentions rechniques for malcing pentacles similar to those in Tht 
Kty o/Sowmon. These he describes as "cc:nain holy signs and characters which, pre

serving us from evil chances and events, helping and assisting us ro bind, extermi

nate and drive away evil spiritS and reconciling them (0 US."22 

The pentacles contain the "characters of good spirits, sacred pictures of holy let

ters or revelations with apt and proper versicles which are composed of geometric 

figures. ,,23 Although this sounds like he is describing his talismans, there are some 

differences. The pemacles are noc planc:rary and are focused on clte purpose of a par

ticular ritual. 

Pemades are circular and have an appropriate name of God around the circum

ference. "If a pc:made were be made to gain victory or revenge against one's enemies. 

a figure might be taken out of the sc:cond book of the Maccabees. That is to say, a 

hand holding a golden sword drawn. about which let cltere be written the verse 'rake 

[he holy sword, the gin of God, where with thou shall slay me adversaries of my 

people urad:"" 

Barrett adds thar around this image you would draw an angular figure according 

to the rule of numbers. In other words, for his revenge talisman you would draw a 

penngon, which represents me number five, which is artributed to Mars. This you 

would hold in you r hands when you performed your ritual of revenge. 

While Barrett was a figure of fun in his personal life (being obsessed wi,h balloon
ing-clte few historical refetences we have of him are his failed. arrempts [0 ger off the 

ground), his book Tht Magus was a significant influence on moSt of the magica1 or

ders mat came after him-including the Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn.2s 
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The Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn 

Founded in 1888 by Freemasons, the Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn was crucial 

in the development of me Western magical tradition. There are very few magical or

ganizations that do not have some link with the Golden Dawn or feature some of itS 

techniques. What it did was take many magical and esoteric systems and place mem 

under a single umbrella, in a similar way to what Barrett did, but on a much larger 

scale. The order lasted until the turn of the century, when it broke into factions: the 

Stella Materrina. the Alpha Et Omega, and a mystical version called the Fellowship of 

(he Rosy Cross. Of these, the SteHa Matertina existed in England until 1972 and in 

New Zealand until 1979. The Golden Dawn's approach (0 talismans was similar (0 

Barren; however, it added me concept of Cabbalah and color to me magical mix. 

The Cabbalistic diagram, the Tree of Life, shows ten divisions of God. Each of 

these divisions, or Sepharoth, tepresents aspects of the divine. These are the Crown 

(Kerher) , Wisdom (Chockrnah), Undemanding (Binah) , Merey (Chesed) , Jusriee 

(Geburah), Beaury {Tipharerh), Vierory (Nerzach), Splendor (Hod) , Foundarion 

{Yesodl, and rhe Kingdom (Malkurh). A cree could be drawn for each of ,he four lev

els or worlds and w:il.S used as a cataloging system for all esoteric knowledge. 

The lim Tree comains the names of God, the second the names of the archangels, 

the third the names of the choir of angels, and the founh the physical expression of the 

four worlds. 1ipharem thus has the divine name YHVH E10ah Ve Duth, n.ti~, m~ 

.,,.' .. which means "God of Knowledge." On the second level, it has the archangel 

Raphael, """", or "God has Healed." On rhe rhird level, it has rhe Mdelcim, O·'-C, 

which means "messengers"; rn.ey provide stability and balance, healing and life. On {he 

last level is [he physicaJ expression of all these forces-the Sun.26 

In the higher levels of the Golden Dawn. color was used to achieve magical ef

fects . The technique was quite simple; each of (he four Cabbalistic levels had a color 

system. These were called the King, Queen, Prince, and Princess scales. There were 

four different Trees of Life painted in these scales: Chesed in me King scale would be 
violer, in (he Queen scaJe it would be blue, in me Emperor scale it would be purple. 

and in the Empress scale it would be azure flecked with gold. 
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These colors were believed to amact magical forces. This effect was further en

hanced by writing magical names, sigils. and so on , in a complementary color, which 

jazzes me eyes so much mat it gives dIe appearance that me lettering is alive. The 
Golden Dawn eaIIed this elf= "Hashing colors." They also developed rablers of flash

ing colors that could rrap planetary energy so {hat it could be put into a talisman or 

used in other magical operations. 

The Golden Dawn used its elaborate initiation system to develop rituals that em

powered the talismans. They believed char as their initiation system brought a can

didate (who was spirirually dead) to life, it could also be used to bring a physicaJ ob
ject to life. 

There is no doubt (hat, within the Golden Dawn, talisman making was at irs 

most elaborate. These were truly beautiful and effective magical items. They applied 

this technique to all their magical equipment, from swords ro magical wands, thus 

enhancing all meir rites with the powers of many talismans. 

As the Golden Dawn influence started to wane, though. so, too, did interest in 

rajismans. The successors to the Golden Dawn sought less complicated methods of 

building Laiismans. 

Successors to the Golden Dawn 

The research into talisman development all bur died our for many years within me 

main esoteric Orders. who tended either to make talismans according to the Golden 

Dawn formula, or just left mem alone. Dian Fortune. for example. did not mention 

talismans in any of her ceachjngs, and it does nor seem that they were [aught within 

her school, the Fraternity of Inner Light. 

After long research at the British Library, Madeline Moumalban, an associate of 

AJeister Crowley, gathered together an eclectic system of angel magic mat featured the 

use of talismans. Generally, Monta1ban's system involved writing letters to the main 

archangels in one of two a1phabe[$ (which were taken from Agrippa), the Passing the 

River and the Theban scriprs. !7 These leners to the seven archangels were burnt when 

the task had been completed, 
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Talismans in the Montalban system were easy to make and consecrate. For exam

ple, one talisman, which was supposed to protect you from an enemy, simply re

quired the magician (0 draw one: of the Abramelin squares on a piece of paper in red 

ink (ligur< 7). 

M E B H A E R 

E L I A I L E 

B I K 0 S I A 

H A 0 R 0 A H 

A I S 0 K I B 

E L I A I L E 

R E A H B E M 

Figure 7. Montalban pro(ecrion talisman. 

The square had to be wriHen on a Tuesday while a red candle was burned. [n

stead of using English letters, the square was (0 be written in the Passing of the 

Rivers script, 

After the wisman had been completed. the candle was extingu.ished in a bowl of 

water and had to be stored in a warm place. When your enemy's plans had been 

thwarted and they had left you alone, the talisman could be safely destroyed. 

The simpliciry of this magic aCt belies how difficult it is. As the square is created 

there is a cerrain amount of magical power. which makes it easy to make a mistake 

in drawing the figures. 

Montalban's sysrem proved that talismans did nO( have to be complex to be effec

tive. What was important was an inner connection to the beings called. It reminded 

magicians that although talisman magic orren featured elaborate sigils. names of 

power, and colors, at (he end of the day th~ could all be replaced by an unshakeable 

Faith in the sysrem. It is Monralban's system mat has been adopted by many Alexan

drian Wiccan covens. 
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What Montalban and those who succeeded her also developed was a system of 

testing whether a talisman was working. They did this by requesting the beings mar 

empowered the wisman to give signs mat they were working on it. These are called 

"checks on earth" or "signs following." For example, me angel of Mars, Sachiel, 

would acknowledge that a request to him was positively received by arranging for 

(he magician to receive a knife, or see knives faJling to the ground, or a shower of 

sparks. 

Another modern influence on talisman making was me British grotesque surreal

ist artin A. O. Spare. In his attempts to draw up a simple magical system, which he 

named 2os, Spare, who was influe.nced by Crowley, devc:loped what he called alpha
baic sigils. This involved writing a simple sente.nce expressing what you wanted. The 

leHers in the sentence would be crossed out so mat nothing was repeated, and the 

leHers mat were left would be combined to make a magic sigil. 

Spare would have you scare at the sigil for a few moments before forgetting 

about it and letting its work be done; however, sigils like these have been used on 

modern talismans either ro express an intention or to represent the person for 

whom it is designed. 

Now, having discussed ralismans and their uses in the past, it is now time to look at 

the key teachings behind creating mlismans of po\vc:r of your own. 

I. The term shtJ"um, nricdy speaking. refers (0 the spirirualleadcrs of Siberian (rioo; however, in modern 
times if has come (0 dd1ne the gmC role in moS! cultures.. S}u,mllfl is morc politically COfrect than the 
Inm wiuh Joaor. 

2. The world tret is the primal U~ from which all life springs forth. Shamanic journeys were often de
scribed as climbing Ihis nee, or descending to its roots. 

3. The permafrost of Siberia makes ,he ground [00 hard [0 bury a person or objecl in, 50 [he dead were 
hungin[~ 

4. S«: 1: G. H. Junes. bltrlNilKtiDn /0 Anriml Em' (London: British MlUCum Press. 1979), 135. This is 
a guide [0 the Bntuh Museum's collca:ion. 

S. Sec Thr &oft of tht!Hd, trarubred by E. A.. Wlllis Budge (New York. NY: Do\'el' Publiations. 1967) 
88. 
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6. See Gideon Bohak, ~Aggressive Mllgic." The Michlgw S()I;iety of Fdlows and Depw:ment of Classical 
Smdies, 1996 Exhibition. At (he time of writing this book. the website addrm for this page was 

www.hti.umich/exhibitlmagic.. 

7. See David G. Martinez. ~PMich 757: A Greek Love Ch.fm from Egypt," Ann Arbor, 1991. At the 
time of writing this book, this charm could Ix found in full at www.hti.umich/exhibitlmagic. 

8. ~ 1: Schrire, H~b"wAmu/~ts (London: Roucledge & Kevn Paul. 1966). 

9. See John Matthews, Thr Grail $ukn'i Crmrplllli(}1f (Wellingborough: Aquari:l.n, 1984) 58. 

10. See T. Schrire. HtbT(W Am~/"l1 (london: Rouded~ & KL"gW P2ul, 1966) 14. 

II. Although it is called the seventy.[W()..leueted name of God, Shem Hameforuh aClu:ally has 216leners. 
Th~ ue afr:l.!lged in KVenty-twO syll.ble.s of three lenm each. 

12. See 1: Schrin:. H(b~ Amukt:1 (London: Roucledge &: Kegan P1ul, 1966). 

13. Ps:al.m 91:11 reads. "For he shall give his angds charge O\'er thee. 10 keep thee in thy ways." 

14. The meaning ofExodw; 11:S is a lime obscure. The verse rea.ds, "And:all these thy servants shall come 
untO me and bow themselves down unto me, saying Gel thee OUI and all the people thaI follow rhee: 
and uter that t will go our. And he went from Pharaoh in a grear anger." This is possibly a reference to 
me binhing process. 

15. For a more detailed biogr,lphy of Agrippa and a very read.ble rnnsladon of his work. see Henry Cor
ndiu~ Agripp., Thm BQ(}Jrs o{O(cult Phil,,!!)p;'" ed. Donald Tyson (Saint Paul. MN: Llewellyn Pub
lishing, 1995). 

16. The twdve signs of the zodiac are divided inro three ~decans." which are len.degree sections of each 
!lign. In traditionll astrology, these Ut ruled by each of the pl~cts in what is called the Ch:aldean order. 
In modern' utrology, each sign rakes me ruler of me triplicity in order: so, for eumple, the first dean 
of Aries is ruled by Mars. the second dtoUl by the Sun, and the third dr:ca.n by Jupiter. 

17. See Fra.ncis King, Th~ Flying SOfr(ffT (Mmdrake Press. 1986) IS. 

IS. I will be explaining the difference between archangels, angels, spina. and intdligences in chaptet 4. 

19. This is taken from the magic sqwre. We will discuss magic squares in chapter 6. 

20. According 10 Barrett. the inldlige.n~ of the intelligences of the Moon is Malcha be.musisim hed 
beruah schehalim. His number was 3321. The magic square, which is nine by nine squares. was also 
tOO big for the center (me engraver seemed 10 lu:vc only jusl fitted in the eight by eight sqUilfCS of Mer
cury), particularly as it would have had (0 shart lhe space with the divine. name £lim and the » 5ign for 
(he Moon. 

21 . See Fra.nds Barren, Thl Magus (York Beach, ME: Weiser, 2000) 147. 

22. Ibid., SO. 

23. Ibid. 

24. Ibid .• 81. 

25. See Francis King. Tht Flymg 54"""T (Mandrake Preu, t 986). 

26. We will examine the Tree of life and the Cabbllah in chapter 3. 

27. We will examine Montalban's system in chapu~r 4. 

3 
Names of Power 

I n this chapter we are going [0 look at how to rap into the unlimited en

ergy of the universe to empower your caJismans. We will also examine 

how divine names and images of the gods can be used [0 create different 

effects, 

Everyone has a divine part of himself or herself. a fragmenr that passes 

from incarnation [0 incarnation, learning and perfecting irs true essence. 

Since this divine self is part of an indivisible infinite wholeness. we are 

connected [0 the infinite universe. 

The difference berween powerful and mediocre magicians is the degree 

of uniry they have with their divine natures. Successful magicians achieve 

miracles in their magic because. for a briefinsranr. they allow this divine 

aspect to express itself through their limi[ed personalities, As all of creation 

responds to its creator, so the universe heeds the voice of the magician. 

How is it possible to key imo [his divine self? Well, the answer is 

"Slowly!" It is a gradual process that takes lifetimes to master. You identify 

yourself with the divine uneil you achieve the rea1izuion of your [rue na

cure. Magicians spend their lives rehearsing for this realization as ifit W(~ 
alr(ady so. 

While I may not yet have the powers of the universe at my fingertips. 

sometimes. [hanks to the power of ritual, I do have this power for a mo

memo When the ritual brings about the desired effect, I am one step 

closer to the grand realization. 

45 
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Magicians also use me power of forms and names. The Eastern mysrery tradi

rions and the mystics achieve enlightenment by rejecring all gods and forms of gods 

as an illusion. They pwh aside these illusions as a way of seeing the real God behind 

rhem. On me orner hand, rhe Wesrern magician. while still acknowledging (hat im

ages and gods are ultimately illusions. uses them as rungs in a ladder, gradually as

cending {he levels umil mey ace no longer needed. Images of gods and divine names 

are thus like buses thar magicians catch [0 take them to this divine realization. 

When divine names or images are placed on a talisman. they repres~m me divine 

power that the magician is tapping imo to achieve the correct effecr. 

As we discussed in chapter 2. the Hebrews and the Egyptians considered writing 

a way of capruring rremendous amounts of divine power. 

In Hebrew, each lener was considered to be holy and was believed ro have come 

from the mouth of God. Each leHer had an image and a number associared with ir. 

Table 4 
Images and numbers associated with Hebrew letters. 

Name Hebrew Letter Meaning Numeric value 

Aleph K Ox 

Berh J House 2 

Gimd Camd 3 

Dalerh , Door 4 

He i1 Window 5 

Vau Nail 6 

Zayin Sword 7 

Cherh n Boundary 8 

Torh " Snake 9 

Yod Hand 10 

Kaph ~ Fist 20 

Lamed ., Ox Goad 30 

Mem 0 Warer 40 

Nun Fish 50 
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Name Hebrew Letter Meaning Numeric value 

Samekh " Prop 60 

Ayin J) Eye 70 

Pe ;) Mourh 80 

Tzaddi ~ Fish Hook 90 

Qoph p Back of rhe Head 100 

Rosh , Face 200 

Shin 1/1 Toorh 300 

Tau n Cross 400 

When we see a Hebrew name of power, we have a number and a series of images 

that we can associ are with it thar give clues about its meaning. 

Take, for example. the divine name EI, which is made from the leners I:l~. This 

means we have AJeph the Ox and Lamed the Ox Goad. As oxen were the driving 

force for [he development of agricuJrure. they are symbolic of the evolution of life. 

In an agricuJrural sociery. the more oxen you owned. the grearer amount of power 

you had. so they are also a symbol of power. An ox goad is a force that drives the 

oxen by threatening them with pain if they do nor do [he drover's bidding; therefore. 

the ox goad is a symbol of law. The name EI is thus [he divine power in marion 

working through the laws of life. 

By adding together me numbers of these letters, we can find associations berween 

these words and others. This is called Gmzatria. and the meanings that are usually 

unlocked are generally esoteric. For example. the leners in the name EI come to a 

combined mral of thirry~one. If you reduce this number fi.mher by adding the three 

and the one, you get four, which indicates a link berween the divine name EI and the 

letter Daleth. It suggests (har the divine forces represented by EI are a doorway or 

passage between what me Supreme Being is thinking and (he world of form. 

The interesting part of this technique is that i( can be used m derive new mean

ings from the Bible and explains why whole sections of the Old Testament are dedi

cared [0 seemingly meaningless measurements and long genealogies. 

It can be taken roo far, [hough, as Aleister Crowley jokingly poimed Out by inrer~ 

prering nursery rhymes using Cabbalisric techniques including Gematria. Crowley's 
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joke was a little more amusing than the two-hour lecture based on the Gematria of 

Joshua 12:5 {hat I once had to endure. I This lecture featured mental gymnastics and 

number and Icucr play and was about as spiritually useful as swing at a brick for (he 

same length of dme. 

So. what divine names should be used? Most Western occultistS use a symbol 

ailed the Tree of Life. 

The Tree of Life 

The Tree of Life is a road map for enlighrcnmem that is used in the Jewish mystical 
system ailed the Cabbalah (figure 8). It can also be US<d like a mental filing cabinet 
in which to cnalogue all esoteric knowledge. Because the Cabbalah was so cfftttivc, 

Christian magicians hijacked it during the Renaissance and developed it along their 

own lines. This is how Cabbalah works: 
lmagine you arc an infinite, unknowable God who wanes to understand itSelf. 

Your first realization is that you arc unknowable and without limits and seem to be 

made up of energy. The problem with being limitless is that you can't possibly en

compass all you really are. The only way is to restrict yourself within time and space. 

You create a point of yourself that contains everything you arc. The Cabbalists 

caBed this point K(chu, which means "me Crown." lnto it is poured as much of the 

consciousness of the Supreme Being as possible. The Cabbalists called this aspect of 

God Eheieh, :1';'i~, which means "I am." In other words, God allowed part of itsdf to 

become aware. 

But that was nO[ enough. When you want to look at yourself, you we a mirror. 

When you, the god, look in the mirror, your reflection is called Chockmah, which 

means "Wisdom." The divine name for this sphere is Yah il'. 

This Wisdom is a blind force. and there is nothing to conwn it and no way to 

understand yourself; so from Wisdom is created Binah, or "Understanding." The di

vine name of this sphere is Terragrammaton Sohim, c·~ ;i\T, which means liter

ally "Lord God"; however, beause the word Elohim is a feminine noun with a mas

culine ending, it is often seen as the feminine or passive side of God. This is the 

perfect counterpart to Chockmah. the male or positive side of God.. 

Continuing to play the part of God, you are now aware, looking into a mirror, 

and wing force and form to create the universe-much in the same way that you 

meditate using pictures or daydreams. 
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The next thing you need to develop is the ability to create and destroy your im

ages. The creative side is called Ch(ud, or '"Mercy,» and the destructive side is called 

C(burah, which means "Severity." The Cabbalists say that these [WO forces balance 

each other perfecrJy. The divine name for the creative aspect is El, '::x, which means 

"God," while the desrructive side is Ewhim Gibor, ,,~, C'ii'i~. which means "the 

God of Barrles." 
Nat, you know you are going to have to stan building things our of yourself and 

move closer to your creation if you are ro experience it properly, so you create a 

sphere caJled Tiphar(ch, or "Beauty." This is becawe your creation will have you ar 

irs heart. The divine name for this sphere is YHVH Eloah ve·Daath, rw" m'tI: 
ii\", which means "Lord God of Knowledge." It is through this aspect of God that 

the universe's creation is controlled. 

So fiu, you have nor yet created anything. You are uill the same single entity. So 

nat you divide yourself into the myriad energies from which your creation will be 

formed. This phase is called N(trAch, or "Victory," and the divine name for God at 

this poim is YHVH Tzaboath or nltl::E ii il', which means "Lord of Hosts." In 

other words, YHVH Tzaboath is the single ruler who has become expressed through 

many different things. 

None of these forces have forms, however, so you have {O allow pan of yourself to 

have a multitude of shapes. This great form·building exercise is caJled Hod, or "Splen

dor,· and the name of God at this point is Elohim Tzabaoth, n~E c';-r,tI:, which lit

erally means "God of Hosts." This is the Supreme Being who is apressed through 

many. 

These forms mar have been created at Hod and Neczach lack the substance re

quired to form the un.iverse as we know it. You need to build a more solid frame for 

the universe and move deeper into what we call physicality, so you creare another divine 

sphere called ~Jod, which means "Foundation" and literally underpins (he physicaJ 

universe. God at this point has the divine name Shaddai EI Chai, 'il ~ '-0, which 

means "Almighty Living God." 

Finally, with the processes and foundations built, you create your universe. This 

material plane is called Malkllch, which means "Kingdom," and (he divine name ror 

God at this point is Adonai Ha Aren, r- ~;- .~-~ , which means "Lord of me Earth." 
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Figure 8. The: Tree: oflifc. 
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The Tree of Life is a graphic represcnt:uion of chis process. 

[n addition [Q divine names, magicians and Cabbalists attribute differenr aspects 

of creation to differenr spheres on the Tree of Life. Perhaps me moS[ imporranr of 

chese attributions for talisman makers is the allocation of me planets to the different 

spheres. 

Table 5 
Cahbalistie attributions to the planets. 

Name of Sphere Divine Name Planetary force 

Kerner Eheieh The Primum Mobile 

Chockmah YHVH The Zodiac 

Binah YHVH Elohim Saturn 

Chesed EI Jupiter 

Geburah Elohim Gibor Mars 

Tiphareth YHVH Eloah ve·Daath Sun 

Nenach YHVH T zaboarh Venus 

Hod Elohim T zaboath Mercury 

Yesod Shaddai EI Chai Moon 

Malkuth Adonai Ha Area The four elements 
and the world 

So, if we were building a wisman to attract me powers of Venus, we would we 

the divine name YHVH Tzaboath in our talisman. 

We can also gauge some of the powers of each sphere by the SOrt of planets chat 

are artributed to them. Chesed, for enmple has the expansive, creative. and ruling 

tendencies that astrologers associare wich Jupiter. and Hod has all the intellectual, 

form-building tendencies we associate with Mercury. 

Paths. which are halfway houses between these different aspects of God, connect 

the spheres on the Tree of Life. There are (\vcn[),-two of mae paths. one fo r each of 



the Hebrew lentrs. The path between Kcther and Chockmah IS thw anributed [0 the 

Hebrew letter A1tph. tol:. and the path bcrween Malkuth and Ycsod is attributed [0 me: 
Hebrew Ic:ncr Tau, r., 

To those mat have no experience with magic or Cabbalah, these nam~ will not 

have much marling. They wiD seem unpronounceable: and divorced from [he divine: 

forces that mer rtpresem. To be effective, the magician has [0 make a eanact wiffi 

mat divine force and hold a concept of it. 
This is achieved over time. but there arc: exercises mat can help speed up the 

process. The c:uiest is a technique called "Building the Tree of Life in the Aura.. "2 

Many modern occultists will recognize this exercise as an extension of the Middle 

Pillar thac was popularized by Israel Regardie. Ideally, it should be performed every 
day for [wo weeks before ancmpting [0 make a wisman. Another little ritual called 

the Cabbalistic Cross should be performed om. 

The CabbaJistic Cross 

The Cabbalinic Cross is a ritual visualization exercise mat balana! energy and seals 

the electromagnetic shell around your body. which is known as the auf'2. h places 

you under the protection of divine forces and. with regular usc, suengthcns the aura. 

It is performed before and after a ritual to harmonize che energy th,u you have re· 

ceived in your meditation work. 

Standing upright, close your eyes and visualize a bright white ball of light above 

you. This is che highcst expression of the power of God of which you are capable of 

conceiving at this time. Visualize it umil you can almost feel iu warmth on [he tOP 

of your head. Visualize it beginning ro spin. 

Say the Hebrew word ATAH [Ah-tah), whim mea", "thou art." Touch your fore

head with the fingertips of your right hand and see a line: of light from the white 

sphere travel down to where your finge:rs connca with your forehead. 

Draw your fingers in a scraight line down [he center of your torso to your breast. 

Sec: the light follow your fingers and carry on down your body toward a white sphere 

JUSt below and including your feet. Al (he light pours into chis sphere, see it glow. 

brighten. and spin. 
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Say the Hebrew word MALKtITH [Mahl-kooth), whim means "the Kingdom.' 

Tap your right shoulder and sec: a white sphere stan 10 spin. Say the Hebrew words 

VE GEBORAH [Ye-~boor-ah). whim mean "and the Power." 

Draw another line of white across your body to your left shoulder and visualize 

anomer sphere of bright light starling to spin. 

Say the Hebrew words VE GEDUU\H [Ye Ge dao-Iah), whim mean "and the 
Glory .. 

Now bring your hands together over your hean where the lines of light meet. 

Hold your hands as if you were praying. 

Say the Hebrew words LA OlAM (lay-oh-Iam), which mean "forever, Amen 

[ah-men)" 

See white light expand from your hean until you r entire body is enclosed in a 

sphere of white light. 

S« yourself as a cross of light-tipped with glowing spheres. and sec your aura 

filled with white light. 

Building the Tree of Life in the Aura 
Your will need to know how to vibrate a divine name in order to perform chis exer· 

cise. When you vibrate a divine name, you me a deep brath; push the sound (0 the 

roof of your mouth while conrracong your throat. When the sound vibrates. you 

will feel it deep within your duoar and nose. The be$( place [0 experiment with this 

is in the bath where the acoustics will help you find the right pitch. Vibration is 

loud, so it is best [0 practice when there is no one else at home. 

Al you vibrate each divine name, you will have a different feeling with ach one. 

Note what these feelings are and. preferably, write them down. These ilCe the ener· 

gies of the divine names, and the more you use them the more F.uniliar you wilJ be· 

come with chern. You will recognize if a talisman is vibrating to a particular energy 

and will know if a ritual dedicated to that name is working com~ctly. 

Sit poised on ;a strnght-backed chair. Your chin should be slightly inclined (0-

ward your chest so that your neck is su·:tight. Your thighs should be horizontal, your 

calves vertical, and your feet in line with your hips ilnd firmly planted on the Roor. 
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Your hands should be resting in your lap. This posrure allows the forces comacted in 

the meditation to How frttly. 

The abiliry to relax '3.[ will is crucial for any occult work. When seated in the 

meditation posicion, focw on yow feet, tense me muscles in your fcct for about 

three seconds, and then allow them to relax. 

Focw on the calves of your legs; tense and men relax them. Continue mis 

process throughout the entire body. Don't forget your F.acial mwcles! 

Next, you should regulate your breath.ing. Altered. breathing patterns build up 

subtle changes within the bloodstream and enhance mediration and ritual work. 

You should breathe from yow diaphr:lgm, which is siruated below the rib cage in 

the abdomen. It is unneccssa.ry to pull in me b~th or force anything-just push out 

the di.phragm and the rib age will "'pand and air will rush into your lungs. Con
tracting your lungs wiU pwh out the old air. You should not hear anything. If you hear 
sound, then you arc forcing the process tOO much. The solution (0 this is to slow 

down. 

The breath cycle begins as you empty your lungs and then inhale deeply for. 
COUnt of fow. Hold yow b~m for a count of twO; cxh.aJe completely for a count of 

four; maintain yow exhaled breath for a coune of [W(); then inhale (0 a count of four. 

The counting should be yow own, matched to yow own lung capaciry. 

Once you arc completely (elaxed, dtis breath cycle should be established con

sciowly for at leaS[ six full cycles. You may then move on to me nat sragc-the for

mation of (he Tree in the aura. 

Take a deep breath and visualize the white ball of light above your head. Sec it 

expand and begin to spin. Vibrate the divine name Eheieh [eh-hey-yay]. Do this six 

times. 

Imagine the light Hawing down to a white ball of light at the nape of your neck. 

See it expand and begin ro spin. Vibrate the divine name YHVH Elohim [Vod-hey

vav-hey E1-oh-heem). Do this six omes. 
Imagine the light Howing down ro a white ball oflight nnr your heart. Sec it ex

pand and begin to spin. Vibrate the divine name YHVH Eloah Va-Dauh [Vod-hey

Yav-hey El-oh-ah ve-Dah-anhl. Do this six times. 

, 
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lmagine the light Rowing down (0 a white baJl oflight near your groin. Sec it ex

pand .nd begin [0 spin. Vibrate the divine n.me Sh.dd.i E1-Chai [Sh.-dye EI
ChaiJ. Do this six times. 

Imagine the Iigh[ Howing down [0' white ball ofligh[ at your feet. Stt i[ expand 
and begin to spin. Vibrate the divine name Adona.i-Ha-Aren fah-doe-nye-ha arettl. 

Do this six times. 

Shift your concentration to the crown sphere at the tOP of your head. Vibrate 

Eheieh [eh-hey-yay) ag.in. Im.gine the Iigh[ Rowing down [0 • white ball ofligh[ 
on (he right side of your head. See it expand a.nd begin to spin. Vibrate the divine 

name Yah. Do this six times. 

Now see the light move across to a sphere on the left side of your head. See it ex

pand and begin [0 spin. Vibrate the divine name YHVH Eloh.im [Yod-haY-Yav-hay 

E1-oh-heem). Do this six omes. 

Stt the ligh[ move across [0 • sphere on your right shoulder, passing through the 
throat ceneer, which illuminates as the ligh[ passes through it. Stt the sphere begin [0 

spin. Vibrate me divine name fJ (Ec-cl] Do this six times. 

Sec: the light move across to a sphere on your left shoulder. See it expand and 

begin to spin. Vibrate the d.ivine name Elohim Gibor [El-oh-heem Gib-oorJ. Do 

this six times. 

Now sec the light move across to a sphere on your right hip, passing through the 

heart center, which lights up as the light passes through ie. &e the sphere on your 

left hip expand and begin to spin. Vibrate the divine name YHVH Tzaboath [Vod

hey-va v-hey Zar-Bo-oth). Do this six times. 
See the light move across to a sphere on your left hip. See the sphere expand and 

begin to spin. Vibrate the divine name E10him Tzaboath [E1-oh-heem Zar-Bo-othJ. 

Do this six times. 

Now see the light passing to the groin center, which lights up, and (hen into the 

can.h center at your feet. Vibrate the divine name Adonai-Ha-Aren [ah-doc-nye-ha 

;"enJ again. Do this six times. 

Allow (he light to begin to encirde your awa. Begin on your left side at about 

the same distance as yow butsuetchcd arm. ut it How over your head to your right 

side, then under your feet to your left side. Continue to do this for about a minute. 
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When the light reaches the tOP of your head, change irs direction to Row down 

your fronr [0 your fect, then under your feet ro your back, then up your back (0 me 

top of your head. Continue to do this for a while. 

When the light reaches your fect, breathe OUt and then. as you became in. draw 

the light up your spine to the sphere ofHfe above your head. Breathe out and let this 
center explode with white light that showers through your aura, cleaning and puri

fying it. AJlow the light [0 gather at your feet. Repeat the process at least [cn times. 

Finish with a Cabbalistic Cross. 

I recommend char you complete your Tree of Life energy session with a period of 

meditation on one of the divine names. Take each Jeerer of a name and meditate on 

what they mean. Let the images form in your mind. 

If you choose [0 meditate on me name Yesod, which is Shaddai EI Chai, ~n ,~ 

"0. make up a little s[Ory in your head about the letters. The cast of your s[Ory 

would be a tooth, (WO doors, twO hands. and an ox goad. It may be a little hard at 

first, bur once your unconsciow mind gets in on the act, you will start [0 gain some 

surprising insights. Think of the associations made for each of these leners. A tooth, 

for example, is the hardest pan of the human body. Teeth assist in the breaking down 

of food so rhe body can we it. A door is a gateway to another place. From rhose (wo 

letters alone we have the idea of someming mat is solid and eternal that convens en

ergy from one thing to another and moves through many differeor dimensions. Re

member that me goal wiU to be to find out more about me Supreme Being as it man

ifests as the "foundation of the world" and particu1arly as the Moon. 

Later, when you inscribe one of rhese divine names on your talisman. you will be 

making a statement about what you actually know about that paHicuJar god. 

Bible Verses 
As we discussed in chapter 2, Bible verses can bestow talismans with divine power. 

They become like divine names in their own right and are treated as such by their 

position on the talisman. 

A list of divine names caken from Bible verses and designed for talismanic pur

poses is shown in cable 6. Alongside traditional names, I have included some names 
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taken from Bible verses associated wim particular functions. For example, a talisman 

to find caJm in a period of stress wou1d we Psalm 62, verses 1 and 2: "My soul finds 

rest in Elohim alone: my salvacion comes only from him. He is my rock and my sal

vation. He is my fortress. I shall never be shaken ... j 

To convert mis verse ioro a name of power, you wou1d consult an interlinear He

brew-English Bible and take the first leuer of each word of me verse; or, if it were a 

long passage, the letter from the beginning and end of each verse. The name should 

be wrinen backward. In this case, we have me name ~t-tN:'Jo·~i1.L'd1:!'~i. 

Table 6 is a list of the planets and various talismanic uses associated with each 

planet. Under each talismanic use, r have listed some corresponding divine names 

and me Bible verses from which they come. 

Some of these divine names are traditional and meir manjngs are onen obscure; 

modern magicians we the others. These have been tested and used successfully on 

talismans, however uitimardy it will be up to you to find your own and see jf mer 

are successful. 

Table 6 
Hebrew notarikon taken from Bible verses. 

Sun 
Healing. 

Numbers 12:13 'l"ll~"M' 

To cure sterility. 

Deuteronomy 7: 12 m';l:N'lN:liiiiitmV1 

Moon 

To undersrand the secrets of dreams and the unconsciow. 

Deuteronomy 29:29 1:)'j):)i1i1:lN';"Ii11~'i14 

Aid in childbirth. 

Genesis 21: I '1:h' i~:l~m 
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To guard against obsession and iUusions. 

Exodus 15:16 nop1~'~'~'~~'l:l;,u)n 

To improve one's memory. 

Proverbs 16: I :"1~iJii?Oi?O? 

Isaiah 26: I "01"0" 

To end worry. 

Psalm 37 ~~~J·11<l",.,no~"~11tw~n·on~'··"·~·":):)10" 

For happiness and [0 cure depression. 

Psalm 30: II noo,"mz)1fl) 

Mercury 

To aid in writing. 

Psalms 45:3 (part) !l00 

For a good singing voice. 

Exodus 15: I J'1OJJ:)"~o,1o,~"/:l'~ 

To win an intellectual argument. 

Deuteronomy 32: 11-12 ~:::ln":Y:J~;'ij,-;;' 

To have tOtal knowledge of a school subjecL 

Ezekiel 3:3 n,~mm 

To aid in study. 

Psalms 119:49 '~~o,J' 

To preserve someone from lies or to cure a liar. 

Psalms 34: 13 Jo,o,..,.o 

Safety during travel. 

Numbers 10:35 OOlN1·PO.'::1 

Venus 

To find one's life parmer. 

Genesis 2:22-23 n~ru1;'itm':mil1ii~t6oiT"i~ii\iitlJr.ra"·K:::lO?· 

Genesis 24:40 'W~;-?;O~1"~l;o'~ , ) 

For sexual happiness berween partners. 

Genesis 2:24-25 l1"~~~1KU'?~'0!1i11l' 

Mars 

Success in conflict. 

Exodus 15:9 'nj"i~:lr!W~~~}t~ 

Exodus 15:7 ~'nri'ru1 

To counreract a psychic attack. 

Exodus 23:22 o,':)OON 
Numbers II: 12 "~~"'i1;:lK"'i1 

Isaiah 41 :24 J"i10\':lKit 

Exodus 33:23 'o,1~~1:l~1 

To create fear in your enemies. 

Exodus 15: 15 "~;"O~~I<l~ 

Protection against fire. 

Num~rs 11:2 iii'~1OKin 

Protection against theft. 
Psalms 97:2 ~01J}C111 

Protection from enemies. 

Psalms 3 '~,onpo,'p~?too, 

General protection. 

Psalms 16: I (!)~:)nJ 

To cause an enemy's attack to rebound upon him or her. 

Psalms 34:21 nii,~"5 

Jupiler 

For general success. 

Genesis 39:2 ;'~:llo~n~~' 
Numbers 26:46 ~:1 
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To turn defeat inca success. 

Genesis 4 1 : 14 ::J~IO'I 'or~::l 

For a profitable business. 

Genesis 31 :42 O,.uJ"'i'i~~~l't~ 

For peace be[Ween enemies. 

Psalms 46:9 r.l/)~P~p·1l1~~6 

Saturn 

For a happy home. 

Genesis 37: 1 ~:I~D:n 

Genesis 47:27 011:1U:IO:I'1 

To improve understanding of a problem or life. 

Joshua 1:4 !)l,1;ml0 

1. JO$hu~ 12:5 ruds. "And thq all reigned. in Moum Hermon and in Salah and in all Bashan WltO the 
border of the Geshumcs and the Maachathitc:s and half Gilad the border of the Sihon king of Hes
bon.· 

2. This is often called. the MiJdJ~ PsU.T armS(. 

3. Remember that Ekthi", is a feminine version of Goa. $0 legitimatdy IN could be replaced with IN in 
this verse. 

4. There is a one-verse discrepancy between the HebKW and the English numbering of this chapter. The 
English verse is 21). and the Hebrew VCr$( is 28. 

5. There is a one-versc: discrepancy between the English and the Hebrew verse numbering. The English 
vefSC is 21) and the Hebrew verse is 20. 

6. There is a one-verse discrepancy berwttn the Hebrew and the English numbering of this chapter. The 
English verse is 9. and the Hebrew verse is 10. 

4 
Neo-Pagan Talismans 

T he names of power we examined in che previous chaprer are from 

che Jewish/Cabbalisdc tradition. We wilJ build on this information 

later to create more complex talismans within the Western magical tradi· 

tion; however, within Western magic chere are deities thar belong to me 

so-called "Pagan" or "Nco-Pagan" tradition mat also can be used for mak· 

ing talismans. 

Pagan was a term coined in me MiddJe Ages for those who lived in the 

countryside. Christianity was a religion of me (owns and cities, and rural 

people still held OntO rraditions dating back to non-Christian civilizations. 

There has been a resurgence of interest in Pagan religions since (he 

1960s. Many people are renuning to the old gods again in an attempt to 

find a spiritual purity mar mey feel has deserted the Chrisrian tradicion. 

They are worshipping their gods and goddesses in a different way from 

their ancient ancestors. 

lronicaHy. it was Christianiry char bought religion closer to the masses 

by allowing "ordinary" people to develop a personal relationship with 

God by raking part in Christian rituals. Now, Nco.Paga,ns have returned 

to (heir original gods and goddesses with this lesson learned, placing a 

modern gloss on {he old traditions. 

Ancient Pagan practice was simple. Each geographic locarion had its 

own pamheon, legends, heroes, and names. Generally, priem and priest

esses represented chern. People who wanted their gods (0 inrervcne in their 

., 



lives. or to know the future, would seek Out a priest who wouJd approach the deity on 

their behalf. 
Most Pagans deal with their deities directly. Their gods and goddesses are work· 

ing wimin them and wimin their environment and a.re seen as having a rela[ionship 

with the worshipper. 
Some Nco-PaVm worship a pantheon of individual gods and goddesses. Others 

worship an archetypal -goddess" who has three aspectS-maiden. momer. and crone; 

and a god. who sometimes has a subsidiary role. 
There are also modern Pagans who are interested in recreating me ancient reli

gions of Denmark, Egypt. Germany, Greece, and Mesopotamia. 

In recreating a Pagan approach (0 making and consecrating talismans, I have 

tried to give a magical experience of the different divinities so mat ralisman making 

can be a way for Nco-Pagans and Wiccans to interact with their gods and goddesses. 

It is possible for non-Pagans to use this system, tOO, provided that they can ac

knowledge mat Pagan deities are essentially masks of the One Deity. MoS[ Nee-Pa

gans do not have to make this inteUecrua.lleap and, by adopting a pantheistic ap

proach. accept mat they are jwt looking at one face of a bigger whole. 

A Pagan Approach 

To recreate a form of Pagan practice. you need to have developed a relationship with 

a god or goddess in a panirular pantheon. This deity is your Patcon and is often me 

main god you will work with during your lifetime. 

A Parcon can be seen as a friend, teacher. guide. helper. or religious inspiration. 

Since each deity has a particular energy. it is likely that your life will be colored by 
(he particular force of (hat energy. For example. people with Vcnw as their Patron 

deity arc: often loving, artistic typc$, with a Streak of mischief and vanity. 

Finding your Patcon is a quest in judf. It is won by experience and trying Out the 

different energies to find a deity mar suits you. A good place co start might be to 

consider your asuological Sun sign. The sign Lro. for example. is ruled by the Sun, 

so someone with a Leo Sun and find a Patron god in Apollo. Ra, Lugh. or Frey. Aries 
is ruJed by Mars. so someone wim an Aries Sun might find a Patron in Ares. Thor. 

Bran. or Horus. 

In addition to your Patron, you will have a teaching deity and another god or 

goddess to whom you might appea1 for a particuJar need. These deities wiJl have to 

be approached through your Patron and are only in your life for a period of time. 

Later in this chapter, I will list of each of the Pagan deities in me major pantheons 

and provide meir attributions and wes within their respective traditions. There is also 

a brief invocation to each god as weU as a description of their magical images mat en· 

abies one to make contact with their magical force. 

The way to approach each god is through ritual and meditation. You should set 

up an altar to your Patron deity somewhere in your home. It does nOt have to be 
large or elaborate; it could be on the tOP of an occasional table, or even a shelf. Your 

shouJd place a SlaNe or image of the god or goddess on the alta.r. You can place of

ferings on the altar or light candles upon it, but it should not be wed for any other 

magical operations. 

At least once a week. or once a day. ideally, you should perform a rirua.l for your 

god or goddess. Light a candle and a stick of appropriate incense and place them on 

the altar. Imagine mat you are: standing in a temple [0 your deity. There are many i1-
Iwtr.uions of ancient temples in books and many now contain computer recon

structions that you can mine for ideas. Remember you don't have (0 be tOO histori

calJy accurate or elaborate. It is easier to access magical power wing a simple temple 

becawe it is easier to visualize. The Egyptian gods have cool, dark [emples with tall 

lotuS columns. while the Celts favor open glades. 

Once: you have decided on the layout of your temple, it is best to stick to this 

image. These imaginary temples have an objective reality on the inne.r planes and, 

over time, wiIJ develop as places of power where you meet with your deity. 

In your mind's eye. place before you a giant starue of your deity with a cubic altar 

in front of it. VISualize a brazier of incense and an eternal flame before [he altar. 

Now place your imaginary temple over your eanh·plane room. There is a knack 

to [his. The temple altar should be in the position of its earth-plane counterpart. It 

does not matter if your room is tOO small to hold the astral temple; JUSt pretend the 

earth-plane walls are not there. When you become proficient at this, the imaginary 

temple will feel just as real as the earth-plane temple. The eternal flame replaces the 



candle before the alcar, and the golden bruier full of swcct-smelling incense replaces 

the humble Stick of incense. 

You can say the invocauons I give in this book. or bener still, you can make up 

your own. Whatever you choose [0 say should be heartfelt. 

After you have performed the invocauon, see a bright light pour down from the 

heavens and couch the tOP of the statue to form a halo of divine brilliance. See the 

light descend and make the statue a living object. Now you may commune with 

your Panon deicy. 

After you have finished, thank the deicy and allow the light to withdraw from the 

statue. See it ascend through the roof and toward the stars. Place the incense suck and 

the candle on the ahar and leave them as an offering. Al low realicy to reassert iuclf. 

Communing with the gods is a personal thing; however, some care should be 

raken in d..Jing wi!h !he information !hey provide. Al!hough !he gods in !hemsdves 

are pure beings. you are approaching them through your psychic senses, which are 

easily influenced by the ego. This means mat sometimes the god will appear to say 

whatever your lower self wants it to say. During such moments, it u likely mat com

munications will emphasize how important you are in the cosmic picture. It is from 

such corrupted. communications thar messianic cults are born. 

Likewise, psychic communications can be open to influence from entities mat, 

by cosmic standards, arc unbalanced or subjectivdy evil, and can lead the aspirant 

away from the trum. Cabbalisu were able (0 check the messages they received from 

astral beings by cross-referencing it to the Biblical law. If it didn't fit in, then they 

would doubt the contact's validity. 

More common is the stray entity, which has no particular wish other than to at

cract your attention and be heard. These are the earthbound parts of the dead who 

often cry to get in touch with the living. There has been a popularist-spiritualist tra

dition that the dead somehow hold the answers for the living and a belief that death 

somehow gives a person an enlightened perspective. Alas, this is unuue. All mat the 

postmortem period leaves behind is the soulless husk of the personality of the dead. 

This slowly breaks up over time. but until it does so, it sometimes has some measure 

of sentience and c:xperiences iu world as would an ordinary person. This would be 

useful if the person had knowledge of a subject while he or she was alive; but if the 

person did nOt have the informacion when he or she W2l alive. then it is unlikc:ly 

thar the person can provide it when he or she is dead. 

The problem of psychic intrwions within these worlcings have lead many oc

culrists to abandon the practice altogether. This is a pity as there is tremendow p0-

tential for our development if we let me beings of the inner astral realms communi

care with w. All that is needed is a degree of ritual purity and a good helping of 

common sense. 

Firstly, you have to aspire to the highest spiritual principle that the deity repre

sents and only look for its positive expression. When looking at itS myths, try to un

derstand how the deity's most bizarre acts have the most benign and divine motives. 

For example. in one myth, Diana rurned Actaeon into a deer for the crime of see

ing her whiJe she buhed in the woods. Actaeon was then torn apan by his own 

hounds. 

On the surF.a.ce, this seems an evil thing for the goddess to do. After all, it W2l 

hardly Actaeon's &u1t that he srumbled across the bathing goddess: however, mere is 
much more to this myth. Diana was the goddess of Nature-the divine manifesting 

in nature. 

Actaeon had secn that divine wisdom exiued all around him and (his realization 

burned him. He saw his own animal nature and knew how it Limited him. Instead of 

rema.ining with the goddess to realize how she also manifested in him. he was filled 

with fear about where his reaJization would lead him. He tried to return to his old 

life, but once you have seen me divine behind all material creation. life can never be 
the same again. Actaeon was destroyed by his own animal nature, which forced rum 
to conform to what others considered to be normal. 

All advice received from your deity should be deeply meditated on and intellec

tually questioned. If the de.ity will not, or cannot, explain its teaching, it is safer to 

discount its inpor. More often, deities will not give out speci6c personal advice, but 

will instead cxpla.in things in [erfTl$ of principles and concepts. 

rn some respects, the deities ue extensions of your own unconsciow and should 

not be allowe.d to make daily decisions for you. They should never be allowed to 

command or tell you want to do. 
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MoS[ of the time, your Patron god can deal with all your petitions and talisman 

empowerment. Sometimes, though, it is bener that another god does the job and 

your Patron will (ell you to petition anomer divinity. If, for example, YOUt Patron 

was Apollo wd you wanted a talisman to put in your car to make sure it rema.ined 

mechanically sound, you would likely be referred (0 Hephacstus. who is the Greek 

pantheon's mechanic. 

Non-Pagan magicians would approach anomer god or goddess automatically if 

they felt their request was outside their Patron's sphere of inRuence; however, a 

Pagan should always ask their Patron before approaching another deity. The Pauon 

god may nor think it is a good idea to approach anomer god, or may feel mar it can 

do the work iuclf. 

Some gods do not mix weU. The ancient myths are fujI of siruacions where gods 

warred with each O[her. Horm would be extremely unhappy about you working 

with his enemy Set. Although throughout ancient Egypt there are drawings where 

the two are seen together as friends, the common concepcion is that they are sworn 

enemies and magica1Jy that is how things play OUt. 

Had~ and Demeter are anomer combination that could prove difficult, as are 

Uranus and Saturn.' 

Never mix your pantheons-if you :ue using an Egypuw Patron, don't approach 

Venus to SO rt OUt your love life; look instead to Isis or Hathor. Each pantheon in

spires something different from those who are involved with it, and it does not pay 

to confuse them with anything else. The Celtic gods rend [0 inspire emocions. po

etry, and power; the Greeks have music, dance, and debating; while the Egypdws 

activate the powers of the higher mind. 

It is worthwhile to point OUt thar a Pagan who develops a dose relationship with 

hir or her deity win have much better results using these types of wismans than a non

Pagan magician who is only visiting the system part-time. 

Do not mix the techniques given in this chapcer with others in the book. They 

are designed as a simple, stand-alone system for Pagans and others who do nor like 

the elaborate systems of the other forms of Western talismans. 
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Pagan Talismans 

There are three different ways of making Pagan talismans. They are rirual gifting, 

charging an object, and making a petition. 

Ritual Gifting 

Mosr pre-Chrisrian Western societies had a tradition of throwing swords, jewelery, 

tripods, and metal objectS into rivers or lakes. These objects were often m:uked with 

the name of the worshipper and the god or goddess for whom the gjFt was intended. 

Ar other times, these objects where engraved with (he hope that the gifter would be· 

come well again or have victory in combat. Sometimes they were placed in the river 

as a sign of thanks to the goddess or god for good health or victory. 

Although some of these lakes and rivers were sacred to local deities. often the of

ferings were made at these sites to others. This was because in Celtic and Shamanic 

traditions lakes were considered dooCW2.YS {O the Otherworld. Shorelines ~re con· 

sidered to be the most sacred because they were where [his world met (he next. 

Offerings should be made with the personality of the god or goddess that you are 

worshipping in mind. Musical instrumems would be dedicated to Apollo, shields {O 

Lugh, and sistrums [0 Isis or Bast, for example. 

While you may show your devotion to, say, Apollo by casting your favorite gui

tar imo the Thames, this is unnecessary. After all, it is unlikely mat Apollo would 

have any need for your favorite six-string when he can play the music of the spheres. 

The concept of sacrifice is talismanic. By killing an animal or throwing a weapon 

into a bog, you are creating an event on the material plane so that power might Row 

alJ the way down the levels of crearion to earth. By sacrificing something. you are al

lowing its rransition {O another level. In modern times, the biggest thing you can 

sacrince is your rime and effort. 

Like giving a present, it really is the thought that counts. If you are rich, you 

could sacrifice a lot of money on a golden tripod to your Patron deity. but as far as 

the deity is concerned, you may as well have given it the divine equivalent of a pair 

of plaid socks. Your Patron would much rather see its followers St OP what they are 

doing and make a tripod. Out of dowel, glue. and gold paint. 



It does not maner if your gift: does not look the greatest. or that you have no real 

artistic t~enr. It is the time and effort you put into mwng it (hat is the most im

portanr. Anyone who has done similar work knows that it r~uires real dedication. 

which is better than money to your p.ltton. 

So. if you want to make a sacrifice. make something for your deity. If your Palron 

is Apollo. write a song dedicated to him. Write it down. piau your petition under

neath it. and lay it in the Sun for a week before burning it before his ~rar. 

Many deities love Rowers. but those grown in your own garden are a real sacrifice 

of your time. So is a pledge to place fresh flowers on the altar of your deity for a 

month. 

You should include a note with your petition. If your sacrifice is a painting. your 

petition should be included on the back. If it is Rowers. your petition should be 

wrinen on paper and attached to the seems. 

Your petition should be something like this: 

I. (imm your own namt) humbly rtquest thai (instrt Patron tkiryi namt) inUT

wn, on ,iN "",mia/ piDn' on my bthalf If it b, h" (hu) wi/I. may (s)h, swiftly 
CDmt (0 mJ aid so that {writt a snrtmrt Df what you want}. 

Afte, the sacrifice h" been prepared, visualize yousself in the inner temple as befor<. 
Read an approprl2cc invocation either from the lists that arc included later in this chap

ter, or read one of your own. See the StaNe come ~ive. Sec your gift as what it repre

sents in its perfection. Then present che deity with your gift and read yout petition. 

Sometimes you might want to make a gift to your god OUt of devotion or love 

without anaching a petition. 

After the rituol has been performed, the offering should be destroyed. This should 
be done by casting it into a river. burning it. burying it. or rearing it into small pieces 

and casting it into the wind. Seeing your work destroyed in this manner really will 

show you the meaning of sacrifice. but at least you will know that your gift is in the 

hands of your deity. 

Charging an Object 

\Vilen you want a talismanic object that you ClIl carry around with you to ndiate the 

power of a god or goddess, you ch:ugt a symbol or object that connecrs you (0 your 

dci[)'. It couJd be an amuJct of protection if you a.re tnvcling. or for job success if you 

were going for a jQb interview. The object could be anything from a stone to a neck

lace; ho~er. it is wually best to select something that conncctS you to the god or 

goddess. A feather might be useful for Maat. or a dnwing of a hammer for Thor. 

Charging an object in a Pagan way involves bringing down the power of the god 

or goddess to the earthly levels. This requires knowledge of the deity's legends and a 
degree of preparation. 

Set up an aJtar to the dei[)' you wish to call to charge the object. It is important 

that you have an image of the deiry before you and arc as familiar with its form as 

you are the back of your hand. You should preferably have an image of the being 

close at hand to remind you what it looks like. 

Relax as deeply as you can. Perform the Rite of Setting the Seals that is provided 
in the appendix of this book. This is a non-Cabbalistic version of the Banishing Rit

ual of the Pentagram and is designed for Pag:lns. 
Light candles and incense to the deiry and place the object that you wish to have 

cmpowered on the ~tar. VISualize yourself standing in the deity's imaginary temple. 

Make your invocation to the deity. See a light appear from thc highest part of the 

sky and descend into the inner-plane temple. activating the staNe so mat it becomes 

a living. breathing entity. Make your request that the object be charged with the 

being's power for a particular purpose. 

If the god agrees, shift your consciowness to the earth plane. Imagine that a 

sm~1 staNe of the deiry is at your feet. Sec it grow within you until it is about level 

with your eyes. Then enter inco mind-to-mind contact with the deity. Allow the 

inner and outer temple to overlap, and see yourself as part-human and part-god, 

standing in it. 

When you have achieved this, hold the object in your hands and say: 

I who am rht :od(tkss} (imO'( namt) do hltss an.tl tmp0J«r thiJ physiral objtct 

with mJ powtr. Hmriforth it shall rtprtstnt mJ pOJ«r on ~arth and tnablL tht 
htartr ro {jns~rt th~ ob}tuj purpOst}. 

See a white light descend from the heavens through the head of the deity and down 

your spine to your heart. From there. the energy radiates down your arms into your 

hands and into the object. See the object absorb the power like a sponge. More 



As this Dffumg fmDlu rifts. mil} mJ p~ntion ana praJ"1 tD thu. 0 god(tl~SJ) (in· 

fut gotldru· nam~). asund to JDur sacr~tl /tu. 

Then Iighr rhe candle and say: 

Grror. mighty. ana hDly an thou. 0 ught b~arn; at this samfiu is matl~. mil} lOu 

h~ar mJ prap. 

Now place your Katadesmoi on the altar and visualize your deity take it and read it. 

It may give you an indication that your request has been granted. but even ifit does, 

you should ask for a sign on ~th mat your petition has been heard. 

There will be signs associated with your deity. A surprise thunderstorm wouJd be 
an appropriate one for Thor. or a surprise experience of a hawk if your deity were 

Horus. A book about the god or goddess may faJl into your hands. or a friend may 

give you an item of jewelry associated. with that deity.' 

Thank the deity and see it depart. Take your petition. roll it up rightly, and tape it 

shut. Now it mwt be symbolically placed near something that can be clearly associated. 

with the peticion. If the petition is for money. PUt it in your wallet; if it is for love. 

place it close to yow heart; ifit is for protection from a panicuJar person. uy to get it 

as close to that person as possible (without the person seeing it); ifit is to help you pass 

an exam, try putting it in your srudy notcs and caking it inco the exam with you. 

When it is clear that the petition has been heard. you should perform a little 

thank-you ritual to your deity. This shouJd involve you ascending to your inner [em

pie. invoking me deity. and personally thanking the deity nltn if it gav~ you a mull 

you did not want. In hindsight, you will be glad you received. the result mat you did. 

The Gods 

This section aims to give you a brief introduction to the incen5CS, colors, and plane

tary attributions (occultists caB thest co"tsponamcts) associated. with eleven gods of 

Western mystery tradition Pagan pantheons. Obviously, you can do your own re· 

search and uncover your own associations. but these correspondences are the ones 

thoU have worked for me. 

I have divided the gods imo planetary groups, because i( is easier for a talisman 

builder (0 see mem by their funCtions. cather than by their theological meanings. In 
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Table 7 
Pagan gods assigned to planets. 

Planet Greek Roman Egyptian Norse Celticllrish 

Pluto Hades Pluto Osirw Odin I'wyll 
Uranus Uranus Janus Ser Loki Gwydion 
Neptune PoSC'idon Neprune Hapi Njord Manannan 

Saturn Kronos Saturn Isis Frigg Ceridwen 

Jupiter Zeus Jupiter Amon Norns Taranis 

Mars Ares Mars Horus Thor Morrigan 

Venus Aphrodire Venw Basr Freya Rhiannon 

Mercury Hermes Mercury Thorn Bragi Lugh 
Sun Apollon Apollo IU Frey Bd 
Moon Anemis Diana Khons Nanna Epon. 
Earth Demeter Ceres Geb Ymir Cerunnos 

the Western mystery tradition. working with newly discovered planets like Pluto, 

Uranw, and Neptune is a modern phenomena. lUther than adding or changing 

planetary lists. many magicians in the Golden Dawn only work with the seven "old" 

planets-the Sun, the Moon, Mercury, Mars. Venus. Jupiter, and Saturn, as well as 
the lunar nodes. 

Greek Gods 

Hade, 

The god of the Undenvorld. He can provide help to find information involving past 

events and hidden secCCts. His incense is holly or oregano. He is depicted as a dark 

king, usually in the colors of night and wimer. His symbol is a helmet of darkness. 

His invocation is: 

I call mtD th~ d~pthI ofth~ ~anh. tD tIN kingdom ofHmI.n. I "qum an auditnc~ 

wuh ,'" king of"" Unknwrid. Mighry Hula. Com< forth untO tim. thy tnnpi<. 



Uranus 

The sky god who rules science, magic, inspiration, and change. He an provide help 

in all these: matters. particularly if spetd or sudden change is of the essence. His in

censes arc red storax and hyacinm. He is dressed in me colors of a starlit sky. His 

symbol is a phallw with testicles. His invocation is: 

I rali into Ih~ htavtnS 10 rht Jlarlit kingdom of UranU!. I ,tqutst an auditnu 

with tht Ji'" foth" of al1 Comt forth. King U",nus. unto this. thy umplt. 

Poseidon 

The god of me sea and earthquakes. He an assise with anything having to do wim 

intuition, dreams, psychic powers, addictions, the entertainment indwuy, and mys

teries. His incenses arc camphor, elm, and willow. His color is sea green, and his 

symbol is a white horse or a trident. His invocation is: 

I raU intO tht duptlt ortaN to lh~ JUnktn kingdom ofPoltirlon. I rtqlUft an au

dim« with tht "'rrJ of tht wavt1. Camt forth. King POfriMn. umt forth. Earth 

shalttfi unto this, th] tnnplL. 

Kronos 

The god who rules death and time. He an help wim issues of inheritance, disci

pline, agriculture. past-life work. and aging. His incenses ate cumin, myrrh , and 

black poppy. His color is black, and his symbol is a Aint scythe or a crow. H is invo

cation is: 

{ ,all into tht Jitlth of G,.UCt wh", tht u,and foth" of tht Earth dwtlu and is 

harvtstttJ. Comt forth, Kronor, king oftimt and tkalh, untO Ihis, Ihy ttmpk. 

Zeus 

The ruler of the gods. He can help with issues relating to me law, wealth, opportu

niry, mor.tlity, luck, education, and philosophy. His incenses are ash, sage, and basil. 

Jnd his symbol is a thunderboh. His invocation is: 

I rali unto tht rhront of J\{ount Olympus whn-t tht third fl1th" of tht &rth 

dwtlu and" ittng. Comt forth. bus. king oftht gods. unto thif. thy ""'pit. 

Ares 

The warrior of the gods. He an help with issues re.lating to physical desires, sex, 

conAict, surgery. courage. and manuf.acturing. His incenses arc pepper. tobacco. and 

rowan oil, and his symbols arc a sword and a ram. His invocation is: 

I ral/ unto Mount Olympus whtrt tht firtr of tht Earth art stOKta. Comt forth. 

Arts. warrior of tht gods, unto this, thy tnnpk. 

Aphrodite 

The goddess of love and beauty. She can help with issues relating {O love, pregnancy, 

cre:nivity, growth. music. art, and unions. Her incenses arc rose, sandalwood, and 

mwk. Her symbols are a dove and a girdle. Her invocation is: 

I call unto Mount Olympus whm tht "'vt of tht gods dwtlu. umt forth. 

AphrrJd;u. divint "'"' born ofua and foam. unto this. rhy umplt. 

Apollon 

The god of the Sun. healing. and music. He can help with health. authoriC)'. ad
vancement. dancing. and musical ability. His incenses are frankincense, saffron, and 

orange. His symbols arc a bow and arrow and a seven-srring harp. His invocation is: 

I call unto Mount Olympus whtrt tht htart of tht Sun dwtlu. Com< forth. 

Apo/JIJn, divint musician and h~aln; unto rhis, thy Innpk. 

Hermes 

The god of thieves and journalislS. writing. sp<ech. and rravel. He can help with all 
matters of communicacion and magic. His incenses arc lavender, cinnamon, and 

doves. His symbols arc winged sandals and a caducew. His invocation is: 

I call unto Mount Olympus whm tht mfflmgtT Oftht gods dwtl/s. Comt forth. 

thnct-grrattst Hnmts, untO thir. thy tnnplL. 

Artemis 

The virgin goddess of the Moon and hunting. She is helpful in dealing with in

stincts, moods, depression. and obsession. She can also help people understand their 



feminine natures. Her incenses arc myrtle. camphor. and jasmine. Her symbols arc a 

silver bow and arrows. Her invocation is: 

I call unto mountdms of Gruu wha~ rh~ virgin gotIJcs hunts. CDmt forth. 

Artmus. btar" ofrht silva lunar bow. unto thu, th] umplr. 

Demeter 

The Mo,hcr E,mh and eorn goddess. She is helpful wi'" healing and finding ehil
dren. fertility. agriculture. dealing with death, money, and me home, material ob

jectS, and finding that which is loS[. Her incenses are lilly, storax, and dittany of 

Crete. Her symbol is an ear of corn. Her invocation is: 

I call untO tht four quantn of th~ EArth whtrt tht [;'Yat mothtr toddm roamJ 

s~archint for htr tUzughttT Ptruphon~. Comt forth. DtmtttT, motha 0/ lifo on 

Earth. unto this. thy umpi<. 

Roman Gods 

The Romans almost universally adopted the Greek gods-mey just gave them dif

ferent names. The images, colors, symbols, Uld invocations remain me same; all you 

need to do is subninue Jupiter for Zeus, Ceres for Demeter, and so on; however, this 

is not to say that they arc the same deities. 

There arc subde differences between the Roman and Greek gods mat me differ

em names help to key imo. Generally, the RomUl gods are more serious and solid 

than the Greek gods; they arc more "moral" and reliable. Some consider the Roman 

gods to be tOO stodgy and a litde withdrawn, however, mer do have some good quaJ

ities. For example. Aphrodite's crud sueak is less obvious in Venus, and Jupiter is less 

despotic than Zeus. 

Egyptian Gods 

There is little information about appropriate incenses to usc with specific Egyptian 

gods. The only recipe thar has survived is for a temple incense called Kyphie. It can 

be obtainro from many esoteric shops Uld is well wonh finding. You may use frank-

incense and myrrh. which were also fairly common at the time. Alternatively, you 

can use the incenses recommended for the Greek and Roman gods. 

Osi rus 

The god of resurrection and ruler of the dead. He is helpful when deaJing with deep 

psychological trauma. phobias. religion, and obsessions, and can provide teaching on 

esoteric subjectS. His color is green, and his symbol is either an ear of corn or a crook 

and Rail. His invocation is: 

Set 

I CllU to tht lAnds of tht runt to tht pl4rt whm tht Sun StU. Hail ro thu. Osirus. 

"'rd of Ammti. I pra, that you d""U among us in this. thy Itmpi<. 

A sw god. of deseru and srorms. He is hdpful in removing blocks to developmenr, 

provjcUng spiritual power, realiz.ing your darker side. and those things that you keep 

hidden; however. his energy is somewhat ra.inted. Although $c:t has been considered 

a ·good" god at some poinu in his history (some pharaoru were even named after 

him). more often he was the "bad guy" of the Egyptian pantheon and ~ associated 

with Apep, Typhon. Uld Saran. This is particularly true if you accept the Osirian 

myth where he kills his brother Uld assumes the throne. His color is red. and his 

symbol is a wand. His invocation is: 

I caU b<yond th"",,,o the holy bind ofKl",,,. Hail to thee. s.t. "'rtf of the desert 
and rht stan. I praJ rhar you dwtll among us in this, thy tnnph.4 

Hapi 

The god of the Nile. He is helpful in providing material and spirirual wealth and 

nourishment. and protection during travel, particula.r1y across w.ner. His color is 

blue, and his symbol is a lorus crown. His invocuion is: 

I call beyond the e"'t to th, holy land of Khem. Hail to thee. Hapt. lifiblaod of 

Khnn. rukroflht waur ways. I pray thar you dwtll among us In thiJ. rhy lmrplr. 



Isis 
The goddess of magic. motherhood. and death. She is helpful during childbinh. in 
dealing with death and change. in providing magical teachings, and with divmation, 

healing, procection, :lnd sexual dysfunction. Her color is blue. and her symbols are 

a throne and a vulture. Her invocation is: 

I ral1 btytlnd rht ta" rD rht holy lAnd Df Khnn. HailtD thtl. Isis. mistITS' Df 

ma&ir. holda Df tht KlJS Df lift and d.ath. I pray that you ,hall dWiI1 amDng us in 

this. thy tnnplt. 

Amon 

The self-created ruler of the gods. He is helpful in the expansion of goals. creativity. 
generation, reproduction, and material and spiritual wealth. His color is gold. and 

his symbols arc a ram and twO plumes. His invocation is: 

I ral1 btytlnd thi tast U1tht hDIy lAnd Df Khnn. HailtD thtt. AmDn. st/feri,unt 

Dnt .... In Df all tht gods. I pray thaI you ,hall dWiI1 among us in this. thy tnnp". 

Horus 
The avenger god and slayer of evil. He is helpful in providing procection. courage. 

overcoming fears. setting wrongs right, overcoming phobias, and achieving victories. 

His colors arc gold and yellow, and his symbols are a spear and a hawk. His invoca

rion is: 

I ral1 btytlnd tht tasttD tht hDIy lAnd DfKhnn. HailtD thr<. HD,..,. 'Dn DfO,i,..,. 

o thou who art tht at/tng" of thy fotha. and the filling Sun on Earth. I pral 

that you shaD aweD among us in IhiJ, I'" Innpk. 

Basi 
The goddess of love. procection, and me home. She is helpful in providing protec

tion {particularly in the home} from emotional upsets. She can also help with do

mestic harmony and courage. aid heart uouble. and enhance creativity. Her colors 

are black and blue. and her symbols are a cat and the lotw wand. Her invocacion is: 

I ral1 btytlnd thi tas"D tht holy lAnd DfKhtm. HalltD thtl. Bast. lAdy Dftht tast 

and porwr Df "'Vi. I pray that you ,hall dWiI1 among us in thu. thy tnnp". 

Thoth 

The master of magic. He is helpful in anything to do with writing. mathematics. 

communication. and magic. His colors are green and yellow. and his symbols are an 

ibis bird and an ape. His invocation is: 

Ra 

I ,all btytlnd tht tast tD tht holy lAnd Df Khtm. HailtD thtl. ThDth. masm Df 

magic and words. 1 praJ thaI you shall dwell among us in this. t'" tnnpk. 

The Sun god. He is helpful with healing, growth (both maICriai and spirirual). secu
rity. ruling your inner kingdom, and jwticc. His colors are gold and white. and his 

symbols are a hawk and a sun disk. His invocation is: 

I ra/J btytInd tht tast U1thi holy lAnd Df Khnn. Hail tD thtt. RIl. r,w;"" forr:t who 

spmuis Dut his wint.'. I pray that you sholl dw<IJ amonK us In this. thy ump". 

khonsu 

The Moon god. He provides guidance. generative power, healing (particularly of the 

mind) , and powers of exorcism. His color is silver, and his symbols are a crescent 

moon and sometimes a hawk. His invocation is: 

I call btyOna th~ ~ast to sht holy land of Khem. Hail to thu. Khomu. nalligator 

of the stan who crossa the skits in hiJ boat. 1 pral that you shall dwell among us 
in this. thy tnnp". 

Ceb 

Th~ Earth god. He can provide material and spirirual wealth and help wilh agticul

ture, fertility. and crearion. H~ helps the dead uansform themselves by frtting them 

from the bonds of their bodies. His colors are black and green, and his symbols are 

the goose and the erect phaJlw. His invocation is: 
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r call b<JOnd thuaIt to th. holy lAnd ofKhnn. Hail to thu. G.b. who outofiAv. 

maud tht gods. 0 sacrtd Earth, I praJ that you shall dWlll among us in this. thy 

t<mpl.. 

Norse 

There is limited information on NOrK: incense (or even if they wed any). Fire seems 

to be important in their rimals and so incense could be replaced with candles; oth

erwise, use the standard planetary incenses. Rimal weaponry like swords. hammers, 

and knives also playa puc in Norse rituals. 
If you are lucky enough to have a medieval usenal for yoU! Norse workings. you 

can we weapons like wands to wute your deity. Pouring libations [0 the gods. your 

friends. your rdatives, yourself. the government. people you may have met on the 

bw. and any small pets you might have is almoS[ mandatory in this tradition. 

Odin 

The god of death, wisdom, and magic. He can provide reaching on magical maHers 

and help solve mental and physical problems. He was the rune master and can help 

with divination. His symbols are the raven and the wolE His invocation is: 

r call b<JOnd th. Rainbow Bridg. to th. halls of Asgard. Hail to thu. Odin. 
walker btlWttn tht worlds of lift and tUath. 0 wist om, I praJ that you shall 

dwtll among us in thit. thy hall. 

loki 

The uickncr, healer, and magician. He can provide solutions to all manner of prob

lems in an unwual way. He teaches running and adaptacion. His symbol is fire. His 

invocation is: 

I call btyond tht Rainbow Bridgt to tht halls of Algard. Hail to thu. Loki, tht 

wist and ,/rver. 0 rwifHongutd sur of truth, I praJ that you shall dwtll among 

us in this. thy hall 
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Njord 

The god of the sea, fishing, and prosperity. He can provide protection for journeys 

over water and into (he subconscious mind. He is particularly useful in teaching 

meditation. H is symbol is a long ship. His invOCldon is: 

I call b<JOnd th. Rainbow Bridg. ro th. halls of Asgard. Hail to thu. Njortl. 

blamtlm ruin of mtn, I pray that you shall dwtll among us in thiJ, thy hall 

Frigg 

The mother goddess and Odin's wife. She is associated with marriage. prophecy, and 

fate, and is a guide to the Underworld. Her symbols are cloud threads and a jeweled 

spinning wheel. Her invocation is: 

I call b<JOnd th. Rainbow Bridg. to th. halls of Asgartl. Hail to thu. Frigg. 
mother of goodnm. btaulJ. and eloqumct. Spinner offou, I praJ that you shall 
d~ll among us in this, thy hall 

Norns 

A triad of goddcsses-Urd. Verdana. and Skuld-who weave the fate of the gods 

and humaniry. Urd controlled the past, Verdana the present, and Skuld oversaw the 

future. They arc useful in undetstanding the past, present, and futUre. Their symbols 

are a loom and spinning wheel. Their invocation is: 

I call b<JOnd th. Rainbow Bridg. to th. halls of Asgard. Hail to th. Noms. Urd. 

~1'rt{ana, and Skuld. W}avt'n and spinnm of foui fabric. I praJ that you shall 
dwell among us in this, thy hall 

Thor 

The god of storms and fertility, and defender of the world order. He controls {he 

winds and reaches bravery, sdf·confidence, and friendship. His symbols are a ham

mer and the thunder. His invocation is: 

I call b<JOnd th. Ramhow Bndg. to th. halls of Asgard. Hat! Thor. lord ofth"n
dlT, master of the wmds of tht \Vt-surn world. Mighty warrior. I pray that you 

shall dwtll among us in thu. thy hall 
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Pwyll 

The lord of the Underworld. He can help you adapt (0 your current situation, exor

cise evil, learn secrets of friendship, see visions. and understand love. His symbols are 

a badger and a hunting horn. His invocation is: 

{ call to th< ancimt lAnd of D,."J. Com< forth, Puryll King of Annruvyn, and 
slaya oftht unslayabk, visionary on tht Iacrtd mOllnd of Arbmh. Bt UHlcomt in 

this, tby hall 

Gwydion 
The god of magic. He can help answer riddles, make changes in your life, heal. and 

teach magic and mwic. He can find the light in the darkness of any situation. His 

symbols are the ash uee, a Stag. a sow, and a wolf. His invoca.rion is: 

I call to tIN ancitnt land of Gwyntdd. Comt forth, Gwydion, mast" of magic 

and music, bnngtroflight UJ all. Bt welcomt in this. thy hall 

Ceridwen 

The goddess of wisdom and death. She has the ability [0 bring about change. to pro

vide wisdom, and to show people [he essence of their lives through many incarna· 

tions. Her symbol is the Caldron of Wisdom, and her symbol is a sow. Her invoca· 

tion is: 

I call into the mists of time to tht land bttwttn this and tht ntxt. Comt forth. 

Cuidwtn. dark mothtl' and guardian oftht grail Bt wtkomt in this, thy hall 

Manannan 
The sea god. He can act as a guide to the Otherworld and the land of the dead. He 

is also a protector during journeys by sea, He can [each us how to master our emo

tions and can help devise cunning plans for our lives. His symbol is his boat, Ocean 

Sweeper; his horse. Aonbarr; and his sword, (he Answerer. His invocation is: 

I Itnd my voict to tht Isk of Man. Comt forth, Manannon, lord of tht Sta, guidt 

to tht Land ofYotlth and rid" of tht \Wzvtf. Bt wtlcomt in thu. thy hall 
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Taranis 

The munder god. He was strong1y identified by me Romans and Gauls with Jupiter, 

and. as a ruler and bringer of luck, he is similar (0 Jupi ter. His symbols are the light

ning Rash and (he wheel (possibly similar to (he idea of the Wheel of Fortune in a 

Tarot deck.} . His invocuion is: 

I call to tht ancitnt land of Gaul whtl't uranis has his thront. Hail to thtt, 

thuntkr.r and light bring"- 8. pramt in this, tby haiL 

Morrigan 

The war goddess. She can help you f2ce death. predict the future, and provide brav

ery in the midst of impossible odds. She can also help in developing skills in 

magic-although she tends to teach through experience. Her symbols arc a raven, a 

spear, a cow, and a wolf. Her invocation is: 

I approach tht Warhtr of tht Ford, bttwttn this world and ntxt. Hail to thu, 

Ip«t" quem, Morrigan. I ask you UJ antnJ this. thy haJJ, and bring thy bkssin/l. 

Rhiannon 

The horse goddess. She can provide protection and speed during journeys on the as

[ra1 or physical planes. She can act as a guide (0 the Otherworld. She can teach 

motherhood. creativity, and loyalty. Her symbol is a horse. Her invocation is: 

I call to tht ancimt land of Dyvtd.. Hail to thtt. great Quem Rhiannon, rultr of 

this world and nn:t. Com< forth into this, thy ha/~ and bring thy blmings. 

Lugh 

The light god. He can help us understand and learn all arts and skills. including war 

and healing. The Romans believed that he was Mercury. and he does have similar at· 

u ihutions. His symbols arc a rod sling. magical spear, and a dog. His invocation is: 

I call IntO tht OthtI'Worki. Hail to thu, Shming Ont. Hail to thu, Invtntor of 

all Arts, Wl>lcom<, Lugh, to this, tby hall. 
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Bel 

The .ola, light and fi,e god. He i. very closely linked to Apollo and adopted many 
similar ancibutions. He can help provide fertiliry and growth. bmh material and 

spiritual. His symbols are twO fi res. which are sometimes seen as a gateway berwten 

this world and the next. His invocation is: 

1(01/ bmuun the twO flaming (olumns and call the light ima this ioertd pLzu. 

Hail til thu. &4 midsumm"s flame. be IMlcome in this. thy hall 

Epon. 
The lunar goddess of pathways. She can help with journeys of all kinds. She provide> 
maternal strength and love. She can open pathways through strife and conRict. Her 

symbols arc a white horse and marc's milk. Hcr invocation is: 

[rail aiong ,hr Ridgrwayof Albion a' ,hr placr oflht whitt hont. Comr forth, 

Epona of the Ioertd W01 Be pmtn! in this. thy p/au. 

Cernnunos 

The horned Eanh god. He can help in manets of nature. vitility, fertility, and re

birth. His symbols are deer anders, a snake. and a torque. His invocation is: 

[ ca/l ,hu, Homtd Ont, god of'his World and Ntxt. Hail to shu, lord of'ht an

imals. Hail to thu. lift of aIL B~ welcome in this. thy halL 

I. Hades Stole Demeu:r's W.UghtCf. Pmephonc. and curied her off to the Underworld. Demeter mourned 
md th~ the world mto a pcrpc:tu.l.l wmter. Saturn casuated hlS tither. UnnUJ. 

2. Monday. the Moon; Tut'S(by. Mars; Wednocby. Mercury; Thursday, Jupiter; Frid:.ty, Venus; Suurd<lY. 
S<lturn, and Sunw.y. the Sun. 

3. This is:.t simpler version of the "ch«k.s on canh ~ formul:.t (signs following) th:.tt we will be looking:.tt in 
chapter 10. 

4. Set is mentioned for complC!encss; howC'\'er, It is my cxpenencc th<lt magiciilIu who call upon ~ 
(Crowl~ being :.t cue in point) h:.tve hlltoric:ally tended to be :.tffmed ncsatlvdy. If you agree. you 
could usc Isis for UranlU: if you dlS<l&I'CC. ,n leut I h.l\'e warned you. 

5 
Angels and Talismans 

A ngels play an important role in me manufacture of Cabbalisric ca1is

mans. They act as transformers of divine power, drawing it through 

me levels of creation and hamasing it in a manner in which it can be used 
ptactic:illy. 

The word an~l comes from the Greek word Ang~101, which means 

"messenger"; however, they are not me winged crearures of the Victorian 

pre-Raphaelites. They do not spend thei r lives playing harps or running 

between the throne of God and humanity, with nOtes from the Almighty. 

If Divinity is white light, angels are the spectrum in which it is divided. 

Angels are the One God as it interactS with irs creation. 

As the One manifests through me four levels of creation (see chapter 

1), it becomes denser as it begins to fotm individual objects. By me time 

the Unity reaches me material plane, these objects are so dense that the 

divine consciow has slowed almost fO a StOp. 

If scientists had multidimensional cutting tools and sliced into an ob

ject to see irs spiritual layers, they would identify four different "grades" 

of Divinity. Further testing would reveal mat each of these levels had a 

consciousness. if you were sufficiently psychic, you could contact these 

different types of consciousness and could name them. Rather than being 

names of Unity, they would be the names of divine fragments-the 

names of angels. They would be so specialized that they would appear to 

have an individuality or personality. 

87 
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Some people may disagree wirh my definicion of angc:ls and poim co Biblical 

verses where angc:ls appear {O deny their diviniry and refuse {O let themselves be wor

shipped as God. Such verses. though, are nOt inconsisrem with my definition. 

The Jews were strict monotheisu who wanted to worship One God inscead of a 

pantheon of different gods with different functions in namre. [f they moved to wor

shipping different functions of God. they would be no different from other "Pagan" 
religions of [he time. Angels would simply replace the old gods, and the spiritual 

subtleties that (hey found in tcue monocheism would be lost. 

Since angc:ls are involved in the administration of [he universe. throughout his

tory humaniry has tended to see mem organized into a hierarchical structure mir

roring our own. This is not because angels actually work this way. but because we 

humans have a tendency {O think that our methods of organiu[ion are [he best. So 

they tended {O see God as a king. surrounded by chancellors who each commanded 

"lesser men" whose functions were gradually more specialized. 

[n esoteric terms. this hierarchy was. in descending order: god. archangels. an

gels. imelligences, and spirirs. Archangels were usually the head of an order, or choir. 

The goal of [his choir was usually fairly general. but the angels who were members 

had specific rasks. 

Camael, for example, was {he head of the protective angels,' who are sometimes 

called Powers or Kerebim. 2 The Kerebim's task is {O administer divine justice on all 

levels, so the choir is composed of angels of punishment and of fear. and of angc:ls 

charged with the control of demons. and so on. These angels control lesser angc:ls 

who work closer to the physical level, managing things like police forces, courrs, 

lawyers, and jails in the human world. 

Some people may consider that in a world full of miscarriages of justice. emba.

z.ling lawyers. and corrupt police: [here might 1><: something wrong with the work 

practices of the Powers; but it should be considered that the Powers administer cos

mic justice based on the workings of the universe rather than our criminal justice 

system or even our perceptions of "right" and "wrong." The workings of divine jus

tice have been a mysrery [0 many religions as they see the good suffer and the bad 

prosper. Their gener.aJ conclusion is that it all balances out in rhe end. 
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If we return to our four-level diagram of creation in chapter t, we can see thar 

[he archangels exiS( in the second world. or the realm of Briah. Angelic choirs rwe 

the level ofYerzirah. 

There is a third level of beings who work on the lower astral plane where the 

physicaJ world (Assiah) and the astral plane (Yerzirah) meet. These are called. spirits. 

and their exact definition is con[roversial. Some people consider them to be angelic 

because [hey represent (he divine energy at itS lowest level-the spark behind all 

mauer. In traditional occultism. these spiritS are otten called. ~lnnmtals. They are di

vided into four classes in accordance wi[h [heir narures-carth, water. air, and fire. 

Angels actually manipula[e combinations of dementals when [hey wish ro bring 

something about on the physical plane. 

Because elementals are neurrai forces, which are neither good nor evLi, some 

people arc: reluctant to class them as angels; however. an order of angels called the 

Ashim ensoul each elemental. ne[Working them into the great hierarchy of angds. 

Planetary energies have their own spirirs. These spirirs are similar to the elementals 

in that they operate in the same lower astral world; they are blind forces, which can 

be used for good. or evil; and angels control them. While the Ashim ensoul the ele

mentals. an angel of a planet ensouls (he planetary forces;) For example. Hanael en

souls the spirit ofVenus-Anael-and Cassiel ensouls the spirit of Jupirer-Hismael. 

Much like humans, who do not see the activity of [heir souls, the angelic ensoul

ment of a planet's spirit is passive. The daily running of the planeca.ry force is carried 

our by a personaliry or intelligence. 

Occul[isu use these intelligences when (hey want to gain direct control of a plan

etary force wirhou( getting their fingers burm. Using a computer analogy. the spirit 

is the energy whining about the silicon chip. the intelligence is the program lan

guage that controls the energy, and (he planetary angel is the program. 

Planetary spiritS have a direct influence over elememals and are capable of mak

ing new things happen on Eanh. which is why they are so important in magic or tal
isman making. 

As I mentioned earlier, since angeHc sociery mirrored their own hierarchies. magi

cians believed that they could gain control over rhe lesser angels and elementals by 
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doing what they did in their own society. There were twO methods of doing this-me 
direct personal approach. which required knowing who to speak (0, or patronage by a 

higher authority. 
In Europe. umil the nineteenth century, government was basro on patronage. 

You could get what you wanted by having a powerful friend who approached the ap

propriate depanmcnr on your behalf. 
Madeline Momalban's angelic system (which we discussed. in chapter 2) involvro 

a simple patronage system mat used mostly the :wgd of {he Moon, Gabriel. to con

Cle( the orhcrs. 

She also hinted at anomer useful parronage system, which involved approaching 

your solar and lunar angels. These were archangels that Momalban bdieved were 

linked (0 you at birth and had me strongest affinity with your personality. Their allo
cation was based on your a.nrological Sun and Moon signs. (f your Sun was in Leo, 
your solar angel was Michael; if it was in Scorpio. your solar angel was Samael. 

Table 8 
Angels and their attributions to signs of the zodiac. 

Sign of the zodiac Angel 

Aries Samacl 

Taurw Haniel 

Gemini Raphad 

Cancer Gabriel 

L<o Michael 

Virgo Raphad 

Libra Haniel 

Scorpio Samad 

Sagirtarius Sachid 

Capricorn Cassid 

Aquarius Uriel 

Pisces Sachid 
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Solar and lunar angels act as spirit guides. and. once contacted is established with 

them, they are used to introduce you to the various angels you intend to puc on a raJ· 
isman before consecration. 

Once contact is made with the various beings. it is possible to ask them, via your 

Patrons. to work through the talisman you imend to CfCate. If they agret to empower 

your talisman bcforehand. it is unnecessary to proceed wirh long invocarions asking 

chern [0 perform their tasks. 

"Meetings" between your Sun and Moon angels should rake place in the Temple 

of Earth described later in this chapter. Then the three of you should pathwork to 

the appropriate astral temple to meet the archangel. angel. or planetary spirit you in· 

tend to approach for cooperation. 

Another method for approaching a bureaucracy is to look at the -stafflisult of the 

angels and their many functions. MoS! magical books are so packed full of these thaI 

they look like astral telephone directories. The problem. however. is mat these lisu 

conrradict one another. For example, some tell you that the angel of the Sun is 

Michael, while others insist that it is Raphael. Other lists give different planetary at· 

uibucions to the angelic choirs and dispute their position on the Tree of Life. 

Attempts have been made to codify all the angels; [he Esoteric Order of the 

Golden Dawn made the last norable attempt. The truth is. though. that there is no 

one system that is totally correcc-all of them work. For a while. ( thought mat mere 

mwr be an angel of reconciliation who worked like an operator. connecting the call 

to the right depmmenr. This is possible, but 1 think it is more likely that we do this 
ourselves. 

[wide aU of w is the ability (0 connect (0 the angels. Like the angels. we have a 

part of ourselves mar is a fragment of God. Our only difference is that, unlike angels. 

we were created to undemand and move about creation. An angel completely un· 

derstands itS field. but cannot comprehend anything outside it. Try telling an angel 

of plant growth about hare. and you might as well be explaining what a computer is 

ro a caveman; however. ask the angel about iu speciality subject, and there is nothing 
the angel cannot (eU you. . 

The o:ctptions to this ruJe are che archangels. All of creation is divided between 

them. so they tend to know everything. but they tend to sec things on a scale mat is (00 
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big for me average human [Q unde.rsrand. They are like the board of directors of a car 

company; chey may know everything their company docs. but if you ask them how to 

change the spark plug in their latest model. mey might refer you to one of their me

chanics. 

Humanity's divine spark enables the whole universe on a1l levels to be looked at 

and considered. It is parr of human nature to explore and overcome challenges. We 

are built to move around the earth plane and even ascend to the throne of Deity it

self. One of our first challenges is to find out who we are and realize that divine 

spark that enables us to communicate with the angels. 

In the next chapter we will look at sigHs. These are [he signatures of the angels 

and are like "stamps" of cheir authority. Sigils were made in several ways-some 

were simply traditional patterns that do not seem to have any logical shape and the 

others were formed using magic squares. 

The lists of angels [ present here are (with some slight modifications) identical to 

those of [he Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn. Although other lis[5 exist. I have 

found these to be the most useful and complete. You might find another list and 

prefer mat one, but whatever you do. stick [0 it! Don'( one day evoke Michael as the 

angeJ of the Sun and men decide me next day that he really belongs to Mercury. 

Magic is based on subconscious programming. If for several years you associate 

Michael with the Cabbalistic sphere liphareth. then every time you think of 

Michael you will connect him with the Sun. healing. beauty, and everything else as

sociated with that sphere. If suddenly you change your mind and associate Michael 

with Mercury, the energy you will unconsciously call into you r Mercury talisman 

will be colored by solar and 1iphareth force. 

Now let us look at the names of the archangels. angels. choirs, spirits, and in

telligences that we will be using to make our talismans. 

Archangels 

The CabbalistS name eight archangels, one for each sphere on the Tree of Life. They 

also name (\vo special archangels [0 mediate divine powers to Earth and the highest 

heaven. These were Sandalphon and Metanon (who, according to tradition, were 

originally human). Archangels work on the level of Briah. 
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Table 9 
Archangels and their relationships to the planets and the Tree of Life. 

Archangel Sphere on the Tree of Life Planetary association 
Meta[(on Kerner None 
j1"100LI The Crown 

lUziel Chockmah None 
"~'n WlSdom 

Tzaphqiel Binah Saturn 
"·'PO" Undemanding 

Tzadqiel Chesed Jupiter 
'?!t'P'" Wisdom 

Khamael Geburah Mars 

"...." Jusrice 

Raphael 1iphareth Sun 
'~5}' Beauty 

Haniel Nenach Venus 
~":I'\i1 Victory 

Michael Hod Mercury 
'1'\:)'0 Gloty 

Gabriel Yesod Moon 
'1'\"':1, Foundation 

Sandalphon Malkurh Eanh 
r~'-:c Kingdom 
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Orders of Angels (Choirs) 

Orders of angels are collections of angels functioning at the level of Yerzirah. An 
archangel (who is stationed at Bri:lh) rules each order. This list comes from Moses 

Maimonides (in Mishne Torah), and it is similu to that of the Esmeric Golden 

Dawn. Both Maimonides and the Golden Dawn place the Yesod and the Se"'phim 
in Geburah. I, however. have a problem placing the Senphim in Geburah, as their 

function is to stand before the th rone of God and chant, "Holy, Holy, Holy." This 

function is more related (Q Kerner. However, the Kerubim which represent the high

est form of the e1emenu (fire. water, air. and earth) have a Kether-like function. In 

the Talmud, they are equated with the O rder of Wheels. which are related to 

Chockmah. The Kerubim also have a protective narure and are depicted as temple 

and church guardians. which is a function related to Geburah. 

Table 10 
The orders of angels. 

Order Sphere on the Tree of life 

Chayoth h. Qadesh Kether 
(or Seraphim) 

Auphanium Chockmah 

Arelim Binah 

Chashma/im Chesed 

Kerubim" Geburoh 

Melelcim 1iphareth 

Order leader (Archange/) 

Metatron 

Ji-'~co 

Tzaphqiel 
'~'?~S 

Tzadqid 
'~'i'T~ 

Khamael 

Roph.d 
';~~-

Order 

Elohims 

Beni Elohim 

Tarhishim6 

Ashim 

Sphere on the Tree of life 

Nmach 

Hod 

Yesod 

Ma/kuth 
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Order Leader (Archange/) 

Hanid 
~':Kii 

Michael 

"~~'O 

Gabriel 

"~'~l 

Sanda/phon 

J1~"'l!l 

Archangels of the Planets 

Angels are useful in making talismans. They ue the members of the above orders (or 

choirs) and answer to the uchangels, who are in charge of the &pherom. I have given 

the Hebrew name of me planets mey are in charge ofbecausc some magicians prefer to 

use these on talismans insread of me English names. 

You will notice from this list mat mOst of me names are archangels of Sepheroth. 

so it may seem confusing (Q cal l them archangels of planets. too. To use a bwiness 

analogy, these are like company directors who also have a job within the organiza

tion; however, it is impomnt to note that there are some differences. 

The archangels of me Sepheroth arc universal-mat is, their powers are ex

pressed throughout all levels of creation throughom every galaxy in the un iverse. 

The archangels of the planets only have power within our solar system; however, be

cause the solar sYStem is part of the universe, planetary archangels are a subset of 

Scpherothic ::trchangels. 

Michael the archangel of the Sun is different from Michael the archangel of 

liph::treth. This is b«:ause Michael, as archangel of the Sun, is only reveaJing a small 

part of his personality. It is as ifhe has had [0 leave pan of himself behind in Briah in 

order to lower himself down to the Yetzara(ic level to be (he Sun archangel. 

There arc angels that can be wed for more specific purposes. For example. 

Dumah is identified as [he angel of dreams and can be used in talismans to help you 
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Table 11 
Planets and angels. 

Planet Hebrew Name of Planet Archangel Ruling the Planet 
Saturn Shabbamai Kassiel 

'Rl.-w:o ?~·O~ 

Jupiter Tzedek Sachid 
p':; '~'no 

Mars Madim Zamael 
CiC ?~I:lt 

Sun Shemesh Michad 
00111 ?~YO 

Venw Nogah Anad 
mu ?~j~ 

Mercury Kebab Raphad 
:l:l1: ?~~n 

Moon Levanah Gabriel 
m:l? ?t{'-ol 

understand your dreams. Alas. a list of aU the angels is far beyond the scope of this 

book. GUStaV Davidson's Dictionary of Angels contains long lim of all the angels and 

their job descriptions. 

Angelic Planetary Intelligences 

Angdic planetary imelligences are che brains of the planetary force. As such, they are 

easier to talk to on the asrraJ plane than planetary spirits. They are complex creatures 

and show the good and bad characteristics of [he planers mey rule. For example. 

Graphid. who is the imelligence of Mars, can be protecrive. bur can also Opt for a vi-
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olent approach. Agiel. the intelligence of Sarurn. can be good at sorting OUt inheri

ranee problems, bue rends to be slow to aer. 

When working wich imelligences. it is viral to get me cooperation of and work 

through the appropriate archangel of the planer, 

It is significam thar the name of the intdJigence of the Moon, Malkah be Tarshisim 

ve-ad Ruachorn Schechali. is longer than me others. This is because me lunar force is 
much more complicated than the forces of the other planets. 

The ancients described rwemy-eighr types (or mansions) of the Moon, each having 

different meanings. Each mansion had irs own imel1igence. and in charge of all these 

was the inrelligence ofinrelJjgences-Malkah be Tarshisim ve-ad Ruachoth Schechali 

Although I have known people who have had some success working with specific man

sion intelligences. I find mat it is easier and jWt as effective co simply work with the in

telligence of inteUigences when making lunar rnlismans. 

Table 12 
Angelic intelligences. 

Planet Angelic Intelligence 

Saturn Agid 
?t'n~ 

Jupiter Iophid 
"W:JiT' 

Mars Graphid 
?1'Ii':J~'J 

Sun Nakhid 
?IDl 

Venw Hagiel 
?~'1' 
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Planet 

Mercury 

Moon 

Angelic Intelligence 

lirid 

Malkah be Tarshisim ve-ad Ruachoth Schechalim 
C'?iii"llii' '!nc:"v-ro~~';o 

Spirits 

There arc magicians who like to get very dose to me target of their magical operations. 

After magically badgering me divine name. the archangel of the sphere on the Tree of 

Life, the planetary archangel, and the intelligence. they are nO( happy unless mer also 

control the planetary spirit. 

Working with spirits, rnough. is a lor harder to do-a magician faces all the 

problems of dealing wirh a planetary intelligence. bur without the brains. Spirits are 

a blind force and are almost impossible to reason with without the blessing of the 

intelligence or the angel of the planer. 

Spirics operate closest to the physical realm. and any talisman tuned to their 

powers works more quickly and efficiendy; but spirits are not mat much further 

down in level from (he more rational and easier-to-comrol intelligences, who rhey 

obey without question. if me intelligence agrees to ensoul a talisman. there is no 

doubt (hat the correct contrite spirit will be given me task and will do it properly. 

The name for rhe spirit of the Moon is the spirit of spirits. father that the 

{VIenrr-eighr separate spiri ts of each mansion. 

Table 13 
Planetary spirits. 

Planet Spirit 

Saturn Zazel 
?i~i 

Jupiter Hismaei 
t...~-:::;-

Planet 

Mars 

Sun 

Venw 

Mercury 

Moon 

Spirit 

B.nzabel 
"~:l~"l:l 

Soram 
n"110 

Qedemd 

"..o1P 

Taphthanharath 
ninin£ln 

Schad Barschemoth ha Shart.than 
M'iiUii ril100i:J, 'a7 
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GeNing in Touch with Angels 

Despite! what some people believe, purring the names of angels with whom you have 

had no previow experience on a wisman is unlikely to be successful. Carefully plac

ing an angel's name on a talisman that you have copied from an occult book will no 

morc empower chat ralisman than copying "The child is in me airpon" from a phrase 

book in a foreign language. 
Traditionally, it was believed that angels would not come to those whom they did 

nor know; however. chis is not enti rely tfUC. There have been many occasions where 

angels have sponraneously appeared ro people when called. 

The r~on for chis anomaly is me faa that angels are both subjective and objective 

realities. On onc hand, they are the fwers of disranr scars, and YCt on me other hand, 

they are parr of you. OccuJcists call this microcosmic (the part of angel mat is inside you 

and is subjective) and maCTOCofmic (the part of the angel that is connecred co the stars 

and is objective). 

One of the mainstays of occultism is the Hermetic maxim "As above. so below." 

In other words. what happens within you has a corresponding influence on what 
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happens in the universe. When we relate this principle to angels. we can say that if 

you are in touch with the pan of you that corresponds to that angel, then you are 

more likely to be able to contact the parr of that angel that is macrocosmic. 

That is all very well. but how do you contact the angelic part of yourself? This is 

a process of realization that transforms your life and is not something that can be 
done by reading a book. Such work, when performed correctly, acrually lights up 

PUt of the aura. A psychic person can see me microcosmic angel as a lirtle nar that 

orbits the aura. When this level of angelic interaction is achieved, the diving perme

ates into the personality, leading to a definite change. 

It takes time to achieve this ideal SClte, and angels are part of an involved magical 

spiritual tradition. Describing this tradition would fill another book, almough some 

of its techniques are lisred below. 

It is unlikely that a magician, who will need to know the names of a legion of an

gels to prepare several simple talism<Uls. will have che time to know that many angels 

intimately; however, it is my contention mat everyone should take steps to approach 

all the archangels. angels. and intelligences before purting them on talismans. 

amulets. and charms. This means that talisman making will become part of many 

magicians' spiritual paths, and cheir construction will draw the magicians closer to 

that aspecr of Deity. 

The way to approach angels is to meet rnem halfway. The old ceremonial magi

cal technique was fixaced on the earth. It was believed that meeting an angel halfway 

mC2Ilt building the angel a physicaJ site that corresponded directly to the environ

ment to which me angel belonged. 

You would build a temple out of appropriate materiaJ. paint jt in the right colors. 

furnish it with items connected to me angel. and eat only foods associated with the 

angel. Obviowly. this is a lime expensive and is hard work? You could spend a fonune 

building a gold room in order to have a chat with the angel Michael. for example. 

The modern approach is to meet the angels on me next level up--in the realms 

of your imagination. wing a technique ca.Jled palhworking.8 [n your imagination. the 

temple can be made of the 6nest materials. colored correctly. and 6l1ed with the 

most expensive props. Nearly impossible planetary configurations that are suitable 

for the meeting of the angels, or me consecration of [heir talismans. can fill the sky. 
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This begs ilie question mat jf imagination techniques. or pamworking. are so ef

fective, then why didn't me ancients use them? The short answer is that mer did. We 

have ancient texts mat used pathworking as an aid to memory. There is an occult 

tradition, yet to be "proven." that early training in the Egyptian temples included 

similar techniques. It is commonly believed that it was only during (he early ascen

dancy of Christianity mat pachworking techniques declined. 

Since the nineteenth century. occult Renaissance path working techniques have 

been rediscovered and used by modern magicians. There w:u a belief. borrowed from 

the Cabbalists. that mere is an astral temple for each sphere on the Tree of Life, and 

each of these encapsuJates every aspect of planetary and zodiacal energy. These astral 

temples contain all the relevant symbols associated wim the planet and are an ideal 

place to meet planetary angelic contacu. 

Astral Temples 

There are ten main astral temples for Cabbalistic magic. Each has a different color. 

shape, and energy. There are different ways of getting to each astral temple. each 

leading to a different aspect of the sphere on the Tree of Life. The method I am 

going to describe to you is designed to contact the planetary aspect of the astral rem

pic, which is one of the most important for the manufacture of talismans. If you do 

not have a connection with the planetary powers. your wisman will nor have any 

energy. 

Firstly, you will need to make a flashing tablet for the planet of the angel you are 

hoping to meet. Details of how [0 make these are given in chapter 7. 

Before the pathworking. you should thoroughly rdax and perform [he Cabbalis

tic Cross and the Middle Pillar exercises described in chapter 3. 

Once this vital work has betn done, scare at your flashing tablet for a few minutes. 

Your aura will nan to vibrate to the planetary energy mat you are hoping to attract.' 

Next. forming the intention of visiting me planetary temple and still looking at 

the flashing tablet. start to vibrate the divine name associated with lhe planer. For 

example. if you wished to visit [he planet associated with Jupiter, you would choose 

the divine name EI. Vibrate the divine name at least (en times. 
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Next. vibrate the name of the archangel of the sphere on the Tree: of Life at least 

ten times. Using our Jupiter example. this would be Sachiel. Now close your eyes 

and. in your imagination, visualize the door of the temple appearing before you. 

The sections that follow are pathworkings into the various planerarylSepherothic 

temples. You might want to memorize these. record them on rape. or have a sympa

thetic friend read them for you. 

Once you have finished the path working, thank the angels and then depan 

through the door from which you came. You should perform the Middle Pillar, 

CabbaliStic Cross, and Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram exercises before leaving 

the room, which will balance Out any planetary influences that you may have at

tracted during the pathworking. 
If you still feel unbalanced aner performing these exercises. ( recommend a fur

ther visualiution of the tanh temple. Oon'[ call any more angels; JUS[ relax there for 

• few moments and the temple will help ground you. Then perform the Middle Pil
lar. Cabbalistic Cross, and Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Penragram exercises again. 

Earth Temple 
Before you is a wooden door. Knock on it {cn times and it wi1l swing open inco a 

temple. You are nanding in the west, facing east. The wall in from of you is a gr~n

ish-lime color; me wall on the right is red. brown, and the wall on your left is olive. 

Lighting the cavern are (cn huge green candles that arc hooded. so thoU their light 

rcAects backward onco the walls. The Roor is tiled with black-and-white alternating 

squares. In the amcr of the cavern is a black cubic alra! with a single candle in a 

lead bowl and an equal-armed cross. 
In the south, there is a bubbling pool of mohen rock; in the north, a raJl stone; 

in the we$[ is a clear pool of water; and in the east, you can feel a draft of cool a.ir. 

Also in the Wt is a door, which is Ranked. by a black pillar on the left and a 

whitt pillu on the right. After you have performed. your invocations. the archangels. 

angels. or spirits will appear from me door bcrween these pillars. 

Moon Temple 
The door before you is silver with a crescent Moon sramped in it. Knock on the 

door nine times and it will swing open to reveal a silver u~mple with a pearl en

crusted Roor. 
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The [em pIe is round and the roof is the violet of the night's sky. On the roofs 

borders are rwency-eight depictions of the Moon in all her mansions. There is a seem 

of myrrh in the air. Before you is a pair of silver sandals mat you put on. Nine silver 

lanterns hang from the ceiling; their white candles make the pale white walls glow. 

In me ce:nter of me temple is a pool of seawater that moves as if propelled by a 

hidden power. Floating in me pool's ceOler, on an island. is w alw- formed of pearl 

and silver. You can walk to the altar by stepping on the water, which mif2culously 
holds your weight. 

A single silver cross and a dish of water arc on the altar. 

Ease of the temple there is a door that is Hanked by a silver-and-black pillar. Your 

contacts will come through this door. 

Before me door is a statue of a woman riding a bull. Under the buH's rUt is a 

crab. The srarue is clothed in white, and on her head she wears a lunar crescent mat 

is held by a crown made from two enrwined serpents. In her right hand is an arrow. 

and in her left hand is a mirror. Entwined serpents arc about her arms and feet. 

Mercury Temple 

Before you is a door that appears to be: silver, but is mixed with all the colon: of the 

r.tinbow. You knock on the door eight times wd it swings open. 

The Hoor is made of millions of multicolored gemstones that seem to shimmer 

and move in the light. The ceiling and walls arc bright of2nge. Eight brass lanterns 

light the room. The ceiling is bordered with the countless names of Deity in a mil
lion languages. 

In me southeast of me [empie, mere is a door Ranked by a silver-and-black pillar. 

Your contacts will come through this door. 

In the center of the room is a great pool of mercury, which, like the water of 

Yesod, you may cross to get [0 w altar of marble that reRects a f2inbow light. There 

is a winged caduceus, a pine cone, and a single white candle on the alta r. 

In the east of the temple is a statue of a young, bearded man. In his left hand 

there is a caduceus. and in his right hand, a Hute. 'o His feet arc winged. 

Venus Temple 

Before you is a door of brass stamped with (he symbol for Venus. You knock on the 

door seven times and it swings open to rcveaJ a temple of emerald green. 
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S~v~n brass pillars uphold a roof that s~~ms to hav~ b~~n carv~d from a singl~ 

emerald. Hanging from th~ roof are s~en lamps, ~ach of a differ~nt color. 

Th~ walls are green and ar~ covered with picrures of a cupid holding arrows of lov~. 

At th~ temple's heart is an ahar of brass on which has b~en placed a single rose 

and a lamp holding a single, still flam~. 

In th~ northeast of the templ~. ther~ is a door flanked by a silv~r·and·black pillar. 

Your contactS wiU come through this door. 

In th~ east is a stame of a beautiful woman made of blue lapis lazuli. Crowned with 

seven stars. her long hair tumbles loosely down her back. She is wearing a long robe 

tied with a girdle and holds a laurel and an apple in her righr hand. In her left hand ,he 

carries a comb. 

Mars Temple 

Befor~ you is a door of iron with the symbol for Mars stamped on it. Knock on the 

door five times and it will swing open co reveal a temple shaped like a pentagon. 

The floor is cast of red iron, and iron pillars uphold the scarlet ceiling. In che ceil· 

ing's center is a Tudor rose of five petals. and five iron lamps hang from the ceiling. 

At the room's center is a huge altar ell{ from a single diamond that has a tall bwn

ing Rame, which reaches almost to the ceiling. Surrounding the £lame are the weapons 

of Justic~the sword and the spear. The spear lies in the east, che sword in the scuch. 

the helmet in the west, and the shield in the north. 

In the southwest of the temple. there is a door flanked by a silver-and·black pilJar. 

Your contacts will come through this door. 

East of th~ altar is a diamond statue of a crowned man in armor riding on a lion. 

In his right hand is a naked sword , and in his left hand, a shield with the image of a 

severed head painted on it. 

Sun Temple 
Before you is a door of gold with the solar symbol stamped on ir. You knock six 

times and the door swings open ro reveal a stone circle made of six massive srone 

doorways-you have entered from a door in the wesr. 

Within the circle, a great hexagram is uaced in golden chips. At its cemer is a 

large stone aJtar-big ~nough for a person [0 lie upon. It has been covered with 

b~aten gold. Upon the altar is a cross with a rose at irs center. In [he heart of the 

rose, there is an unelrthly light. 
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It is a hm summer's day. and the bright Sun hangs high in the heav~ns. Your con

tacts will descend from the Sun and OntO the altar. 

In th~ east of th~ temple. th~r~ is a golden statue of a king on his thron~. Under 

his feet is a lion that has a gJobe in its paws. The king holds a raven and is wearing a 

Calvary cross. 

Jupiter Temple 

Before you is a door made of rin with the astrological symbol for Jupiter stamped 

upon it. You knock four times and the door swings open to reveal a huge temple 

shaped like a pyramid. The walls of the temple are royal blue, and the Roor is coy· 

ered with rich purple carper. 

Four giant candJes, which are placed in the corners of the pyramid on huge 

stands. lighr the room. 

At the cenrer of the temple is a cubic altar made of rin. but covered with a purple 

cloth. At its cenrer is a simple candJe placed in a tin dish that has been surrounded by 

the implements of royalty. In the east is a sceprer of power; in me west. a crook; and in 

me north. an orb. 

In [he northwest of the temple. there is a door Ranked by a silver·and·black pillar. 

Yow contacts will come through this door. 

In the east of the rem pie is a crysral statue of a crowned. naked man with his 

hands joined rogemer and held before his face. He is on a four-legged throne. which 

is carried by four winged boys. 

Saturn Temple 

Before you is a door made of lead upon which you knock three times. The door 

opens to reveal a dark triangular pyramid. 

The walls and floor are red·black. and three huge, black candles placed in the 

corners light rhe room. It would appear gloomy, but as you look closer you see that 

the carpet is made of tiny embroidered pictures of all of creation-like snowflakes. 

no design is me same. This idea continues on the walls so that it appears mar every 

living crcamre has a representation in this place. 

There is a lead ahar in [he center of the room that looks suspiciously like a coffin. 

On it is an hourglass and a cup. Inside the cup glows a bright, unearthly light mat 

helps dispellh~ gloom. 
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In the southwest of the temple. there is a door Ranked by a silver-and-black pillar. 

Your conracts will come through this door. 

In the east is a lead name of an old man dothed in black, with the face of a crow 

and camel's feet. He is sitting on a throne. and in his righr hand is a scythe, and in 

his lefr hand, an arrow. 

What Do Angels Look Like! 

As I said earlier, the traditional image of angels as being men and women with wings 

belongs [0 the imaginations of medieval and Victorian artists and has been copied 

ever since. Angels are forces and have no more form than do dect:rici[), or graviey. 

This state of affairs causes problems for us when we want to make contact with 

them. Humans see dUngs in forms, even when they don't have form. Emotions, for 

example. have no fotm, yer we give [hem colors and even associate symbols like 

valentines to represent them. Provided we know that the form we build for our angel 

is nOt "real," it is alright for us to usc forms to contact angelic presences. 

JUSt as we did with the astral temples. it is possible to build the angels an appro

priate for~ built of key symbols of their narure. Like the temples, it appears mat it 

makes it easier for us [0 talk to them if they have the right form. This is an illusion. 

The form is [0 help us rune into them, rather than the other way around. 

A5 you might expect, occultists have a lot of different ideas about the forms me dif

ferent angels should take. There is the traditional approach and me Western Cabbalis

tic relesmaric approach (which was used by the Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn). 

The craditional approach gives human figures to some of the archangels. For ex

ample, M_ichael is represented as a red-winged soldier in medieval armor with an un

sheathed sword. The traditional approach does not enable us to draw up clear im

ages of some of the more obscure angels. 

To solve (his problem, me Esoteric Order of the Golden Dawn developed images 

based on the Hebrew letters that make up the angel's name, known as ulesmatic im

ages. Each Hebrew letter has an astrological or planetary attribution, as well as a 

meaning, which can be adapted to help draw an approximate picture of the angel. 

For example, Aleph means "Ox," so if an angel's name began with (hat letter it 

would either have the head of an ox, horns, or mick. bull-like features. Alternatively, 
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the elemental or zodiacal attributions of me letters would be used so that Aleph 

would reRect the air element-wings or shahs oflight colors. 

The first letter is always attributed to the head, and the rest of the letters are 

evenly distributed over the rcst of the body. 

Agid. whose name is made up of the letters Aleph, Gime!, Yod, Aleph. and 

Lamed. would have a winged head (Aleph, air); a blue Moon crescent headdress 

with a female face (Gimel, Luna); the body of a young woman (Vod, Virgo)j large, 

golden wings from iLl lower back (Aleph, air); and well-proportioned limbs (Lamed, 

Libra). 

The figures would be clothed in the colors chat were appropriate from the 

spheres of [he Tree of Life. Raphael, who is the archangel ofTiphareth, would be 

dressed in gold, while Gabriel, who is the archangel of the Yesod, would wear violet. 

We will look at the magical importance of these colors in chapter 7. 

The Golden Dawn adepts were insrructed to make these images as beauriful as 

possible. On its breast is the creature's sigil, and on its girdle is its name, with clouds 

placed beneath its feet. 

This system works reasonably well The problem is that since most archangels' 

and angels' names end with the suffix EI or Yah, they all had wings and strong, 

evenly proportioned legs. Lacer Golden Dawn papers admitted mis and worked on 

a slightly more elaborate system. For a nart, they said to ignore the letters El or Yah 

at the end of an angel's name. 

Ramer than demanding that me images be made as beautifW as possible, they al
lowed composite images to be developed mac were both animal and human. These 

were called K~rubic figur~s, and (heif colors were taken from the paths of the Tree of 

Life represented by the Hebrew letters. 

Taking our example of Agid, he would have the head of a golden eagle (Aleph, 

air); a blue, female face (Gimd, Luna); rhe body of a young woman (Vod, Virgo); 

and wear slate-gray robes. 

To tell if your angel is male or femaJe, COUnt the number of letters that are male 

and how many are female. If there are more male leners. then the angel should be a 

man; if there are more female letrers , it should be a woman. Using [his method, 

Agiel is a female. 
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Table 23 
Signs following. 

Archangel 
Tuphqiel (Saturn) 

Tuphqiel Uupiler) 

Camael 

Raphael 

Haniel 

Michael 

Gabriel 

Sign that the talisman is working 
You reccive a surprise call from an old man; an old woman 
who has no children; a skelcfOn: a funcral cortege; a raven; 
an elderly teacher; a scythe; black clothing; and lead objccu. 

Lighming storm; 6nding money on the Street or a forcign 
coin in your change; a pay increase; an inheritance; purple 
clothing; a wheel; an emblem of royalty; and rin objectS. 

Sharp objects; surgery; cuning yourself; a red spot; fires; 
sparks; red lights {not uaffic lights}; a ram; a suit of armor; 
guns; military personnel; and iron objects. 

Birds; yellow flowers; a doctor; a golden sunrise; a suddc:n 
cure; a hawk; and gold objecu. 

Doves; roses; a pregnancy; a birth; seven Imlps; a ring; Cyprus 
trees; Cyprus; sea foam; and brass and copper objectS. 

Dragons; red crosses; newspapers; an old-fashioned pen; ther
mometers; ClU; relecommuniCltions; receiving news of an old 
friend; and rainbow-colored objects. 

Dogs; sheUfish; peus; spiders; morns; me sea; moonbeams; 
and silver objectS. 

I. Talismans that nne not been COns«nled uny a 10-20 charge simply bec:awc of the divine names and 
sigils that ue pbced upon them. Talismaru made OUt of appropriate materials at [he correct time some
urnes carry chargu of up to 50. fkcausc 50 is enough of a reading to pin an efreet. it expblOs why for a 
Ion!: nme people dMi not conslcicr It necc:uuy to consecrate n1ismaru. 

2. Do nOI PUt it in .1 potted pl.1llt or WindOW beL 

j . Sometimes the p<ndulum Will not move. This indicates a "Zcro charge .1Ild the �t�~�i�s�m�a�n� IS Afle 

.. ThIS hu alrleady bttn done In David Godcbrd's book Tht �S�~�U�r�t�t�J� M"fJe ofrlH hVis (York Bach. ME: 
\l'nscr, 19(6). 

Appendix: Banishing Rituals 

Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram 
In the air toward the Ean, draw a penragram as shown in figure 61: 

Banishing 

Figure 61. Banishing �p�e�n�t�~�.� 

Bring your finge.r to the pentagram's center and vibr:ue the name YOO HE 

VAU HE. Imagine th:u your voice carries forwud to the East of the universe. 

Holding your finger out before you, go to the South. draw the pentagram, 

and vibrate the deity name ADONAl. 

Go to the West. make the pentagram. and vibrate EHEIEH. Go to the 

North. make the pemagrarn, and vibrate AGLA 

Return to the East and complete your circle by bringing your fingers (0 the 

center of the firn penD.gt.1m. 

and with your;urns outstretched in the form of a CtoSS and say: 
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Bifo" m<, &ph .. I, 
Bthind mt, Gabritl. 

A, my righ' hand, Michatl. 
A, my kft hand, Auri<I, 

Bt{o" mt fozmtI tht ptntagram. 

Bthind mt IhintI tht Iix-raytd Itar. 

Agajn make the Cabbalistic Cross. saying ATEH, etc. 

Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram 
Perform the Cabbalistic Cross ritual. Facing Wt, draw the twO triangles in figure 62 with 

your finger. 

, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
,: ... , , 

, , 

[
/ \, , , 

1.( ____________________ ~.~\ 
Figure 62. Eastern hexagram. 

You should draw them from left to right and vibrate the name Ararita while holding 

your finger in me center of me two triangles. I 

Next walk to the South with your finger outstretched. Draw the twO triangles in figure 

63, again vibrating the name Arirata. 

, , 
, , , 

" 0' , , , , , , , , 
\' 2 
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Figure 63. Southern hexagram. 

Next walk to the West with your finger outstretched. Draw me two triangles in figure 

64, again vibrating the name Arirata. 

._------------...... -, , , . 
.. " 
\\, /,': 

\\\,/Z 
Figure 64. westttn hexagram. 

Nat walk fO the North with your finger outstretched. Draw the twO triangles in figure 

65. again vibraling the name Atirat<l. 

With your fingers outstretched. return to me Easr to complete the circle, and then per

form a CabbaJisric Cross.! 
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Figure 65. Nonhcrn haagram. 

Planetary Hexagrams 

These are drawn above the: talisman during the consecration cC'rC'mony (figure: 66). Notice 

that there are: six hexagrams that have to be drawn for a solar talisman (figure 67): 

J) 

J) J) 

figure 66. PLancury ha;tgrams. 
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figure 67. Six invoking hexagrams for Sol. 

Setting the Seals: 
A Neo-Pagan Replacement for the Banishing Ritual 

of the Pentagram 

Stand in the East. Draw the symbol of your deity and SC'C' it glowing bc:fore )'ou. Sa)': 

By th~ /JOIiNT of,h~ (frau rymbo/) of(sfar~ tkiry}, I uallh~ wards of chI! 00/. 

With your figure extended, go (0 the South. Draw the symbol of your deity and seC' It glow. 

ing before you. Say: 
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By lh( POW(T Oflh( (SlaU rymbol) of(SlaU tkity), I mIl llu wards ofth( South. 

With your figure extended, go to the West. Draw the symbol of your ddry and see it glow. 

ing before you. Say: 

BJ lh( pol«r oftht (ltau rymbol) of(staU dtity), I mIl th, wards o/tlu Wm. 

With your figure extended, go to the NOM. Draw the symbol of your ddty and set' it glow. 

ing before you. Say: 

By th, POW(T ofth( (SkU( symbol) of(SlaU tkity). I mIl tlu wards Oflh( North. 

Return to the East, finish the circle, and then stand in the center of the room. Visualize the 

four symbols at each quarter joined by a thread of blue light. Then say: 

/n this plact of{stalt drity nanu), m4J tht four winds bt at ptact. Mil) tarth. wind. firt. 
and waur bt harmoniously jointd by rht light of Jow. 

Shout the deity's name thrtt times and, as you do so, imagine diamond light extending from 

you hean center and filling the space you have cro.ted. Then say: 

ut.it /uso. 

I. Anrita is nourikon formed from Hebrew I~nen derived from me sentence ~One is his ~nning. One 
is his individuality, his permutation is One. ~ 

2. Th~ Golden Dawn system rcquim:l that a person carry out what was known as the LVXfomfll[,. at this 
point; h~t, I belicve that mu is meaningless unless you have: bttn ini[~ted into the Inner Order of 
the Golden Dawn. The Cabba.listic Cross. if performed correctly. an :achieve a similar effect for those 

who are outside the Order. 
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